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Abstract
M ean-field th e o ry  is a pow erful too l th a t  allow s for significant insight into th e  very 
com plicated p rob lem s of nuclear physics. By reform ulating  th e  m any-body prob lem  
into a  one-body , self-consisten t system , much can be learned and  explained.
In th e  fram ew ork  of th e  (cr, cu) m odel of th e  nucleus taken  in  relativ istic  m ean - 
field theo ry , th e  rad ia tion  of vector m esons is s tud ied . In th e  (cr, cu) m odel th e re  is a 
m assive v ector m eson  th a t couples to  a conserved baryon current. During a re la tiv istic  
heavy-ion collision, th e  nuclei (collections of baryons) undergo extrem e deceleration . 
The vector m esons are  rad iated  via a brem sstrah lung m echanism  during th e  decel­
eration . We find a characteristic angular d is tribu tion  fo r ou t-going energy of th e se  
m esons th a t  is ro b u s t against variations in th e  th ree  param eters in th is  m odel. Pre­
dictions fo r th e  to ta l energy rad iated  suggests th a t  a few percent of th e  to ta l energy 
lo s t could be in th is  process.
M ean-field  theo ry  is also applied to calculations of th e  phase diagram  in a U (l) 
lattice gauge th eo ry . V ariational m ean-held th eo ry  along w ith gauge fixing allow s for 
a precise descrip tion  of th e  phase diagram  above th e  phase tran sitio n . Below th e  
tran sitio n  p o in t Pade approxim ants to th e  strong  coupling expansion are  used . Both 
analytic m eth o d s describe th e ir  respective phase  th rough  a m etastab le  reg ion  seen  
in  higher d im ensions. In analogy to  th e  Van der W aals' equation of s ta te , th e  phase 
diagram  n ear th e  transition  p o in t is described by a cubic function. This leads to  an  
accurate d e te rm in a tio n  of th e  transition  po in t and a com plete analy tic  descrip tion  of 
th e  U(l) phase  diagram . For com parison, M onte  Carlo calculations a re  perfo rm ed  for 
dim ensions 4-7.
xi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 1932 James Chadwick discovered th e  neutron [1]; thus began m odern nu­
clear physics. The neu tron  is similar to the  proton, having nearly identical mass but 
zero electric charge. The existence of the nucleus had already been well established 
by th e  scattering experim ents of Ernest Rutherford in 1911 [2]. Rutherford deduced 
th e  existence of an incredibly small, positively charged core to  th e  atom  by scatter­
ing a-particles off a th in  gold foil and detecting backscattered particles. Following 
Rutherford’s discovery, it was believed th a t th e  nucleus w as a collection of protons 
about which th e  electrons orbited, like the  planets about th e  sun. However, th is was 
an uneasy picture.
One of the  problem s w ith this nuclear model is th e  existence of isotopes, or 
different forms of th e  sam e elem ent differing only in mass. Since i t  is the charge of 
th e  nucleus th a t gives th e  atom  its chemical properties and isotopes are chemically 
equivalent, th e  nuclei all have th e  same charge. If the  nucleus consisted solely of 
protons, mass and charge would have to be intricately linked. In addition, th e  mass 
to  charge ratio of a nucleus tends to be approximately tw ice th a t  of the  hydrogen 
atom , whose nucleus consists of a single proton.
2
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Following Chadwick’s discovery, Heisenberg [3] suggested th a t  both  neutrons 
and protons m ake up th e  nucleus. This elegantly solved b o th  of th e  problem s w ith  
th e  nucleus; isotopes have th e  sam e num ber of protons b u t differed in  th e  num ber 
of neutrons and th ere  are  approximately equal num bers of protons and neutrons in  a 
typical nucleus.
In 1935, Yukawa [4] proposed th a t th e  nucleons, protons and neutrons, are 
held together via m eson exchange. Mesons are m edium  mass, strongly interacting 
particles like th e  pion, which m ediate the  nuclear force as th e  photon  m ediates the  
electrom agnetic force. The strong nuclear force is attractive, holding th e  nucleons to ­
gether in th e  nucleus. These mesons have m asses of a few hundred m illion electron- 
volts (MeV), betw een th e  billion electronvolts (GeV) of th e  nucleon and few hundred 
thousand electronvolts (keV) of th e  electron .1 The ground w ork for th e  m odern pic­
tu re  of th e  nucleus w as now laid. The nucleus consists of m any protons and neutrons 
moving ab o u t inside th e  nucleus held together by th e  exchange of mesons.
There are  currently several thousand known nuclei ranging in size from one 
to  277 nucleons. The lightest nucleus is th a t of hydrogen, 1H; th e  heaviest known 
nucleus consists of 112 protons and 165 neutrons [5]. All nuclei contain a t least one 
proton; th e  p ro ton  num ber gives th e  atom its chemical properties. All nuclei except1H 
contain neu trons which contribute to the nucleus’ mass and affect radioactive decay 
modes.
The difficulty of dealing w ith  hundreds of strongly interacting particles is m ade 
m ore difficult by th e  substructure of these particles. They each consist of a num ber 
of quarks bound together in a "sea" of virtual quarks and gluons. Therefore, a typ-
1 Throughout this work the somewhat confusing but ubiquitous convention of measuring particle 
masses in units of energy is used. The proper units should be eV/c2, where c is the speed of light.
Note that the mass of the nucleon, approximately 1 GeV/c2, is 1.78 x 10-27 kg in standard SI mass units.
3
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ical lead nucleus, 208Pb, can be  viewed as e ither 208 physical nucleons plus virtual 
m esons, o r over six hundred valence quarks plus hundreds of o th e r quarks and  glu­
ons. This m akes an exact, direct description of th e  nucleus intractable. The answer 
lies som ew here betw een th e  m anageable description of few-body interactions and 
th e  well established m achinery of statistical mechanics.
There are  m any sim ilarities betw een th e  developm ent of nuclear physics and 
atom ic physics. Atomic physics deals w ith  th e  behavior of th e  electrons and  only 
needs to  consider th e  electrom agnetic interactions. Attempts to  understand  th e  atom ic 
structure have led to  great advances in  quantum  mechanics and th e  developm ent of 
quan tum  electrodynam ics (QED). QED is th e  m ost precisely developed and tested 
theory  in physics. The interaction is relatively w eak and th e  m ajor com ponents, th e  
leptons, quarks and photons, are fundam ental particles. Nuclear physics lacks both 
of these  benefits. The techniques so successful in QED which utilize th e  w eakness of 
th e  in teraction  fail here because th e  interaction is strong. In addition , th e  particles, 
nucleons and  mesons, are  n o t fundam ental. The internal structure of these  particles, 
collectively called hadrons, complicates th e ir interaction. These com plications have 
prevented a  fundam ental theory  from being developed in nuclear physics.
S tarting w ith  Yukawa’s prediction of th e  pion, and its later discovery, a new 
branch of physics began. This is th e  study of th e  "fundamental" particles of nature. 
For m any years i t  w as believed th a t  th e  nucleons and mesons along w ith  th e  electron 
and th e  p h o ton  w ere fundam ental, point-like particles. However, in  th e  1960’s, amid 
an  explosion of newly discovered "fundam ental” particles, i t  was suggested th a t  the  
hadrons actually  consist of m ore fundam ental particles called quarks. This quark  sub­
structure has since been verified. The force betw een quarks is m ediated  by particles 
called gluons. This force is m any tim es stronger than th a t  betw een nucleons and is
4
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called th e  strong, or color, force. A theory sim ilar to  QED has been developed th a t  
describes th e  interaction between quarks and gluons. I t is called quantum  chrom ody­
namics (QCD). Ideally, QCD should describe how  th e  quarks and gluons coalesce into 
th e  hadrons and how  the hadrons interact. However, QCD has a unique property  th a t 
m akes its application to nuclear physics difficult a t  best. The quarks and gluons are 
trapped  inside th e  hadrons; a property called confinement. As two particles carrying 
color charge move apart, th e  force betw een th em  strengthens. This is opposite to 
w hat happens w ith  electric charge in which th e  force decreases w ith  distance. Only 
com posite particles with no net color charge can move freely.
The nuclear force between th e  nucleons is a  residual effect from  th e  color force 
betw een quarks and gluons. This is similar to  th e  Van der Waals force between neutral 
atom s.
At present no method has been developed to calculate the nuclear force directly 
from  th e  underlying strong force. Even if such a description existed, i t  w ould only 
solve p a rt of th e  difficulty. For all except th e  lightest nuclei, full m any-body m ethods 
m ust be employed. The quantum  mechanical, strongly interacting, relativistic m any- 
body system  is itself a difficult problem. A direct solution to the equations of m otion 
is infeasible; therefore, approximations m ust be  made.
Because of these difficulties, nuclear physicists m ust resort to  phenom enolog­
ical m odels. M odern versions of these m odels combine known empirical properties 
w ith  constraints from QCD. General forms of th e  interaction can be w ritten  down w ith  
adjustable param eters which are fixed by experim ental data.
One m ethod to develop these models is to  use the  tools of quantum  field theory  
and develop non-perturbative m ethods. One such model is quantum  hadrodynamics 
(QHD). QHD is a relativistic quantum  field theo ry  based on a local lagrangian den-
5
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ratio calculated experimental
iuk* M p 1.149
m®/mp 1.297
mN/m p 1.285
m£«/mp______ 1.813
1.164
1.327
1.222
1.803
Table 1.1: Ratio of hadron masses calculated in lattice gauge theory. Taken from Ref. [6]. 
Errors are left off the calculated numbers.
sity which trea ts  th e  nucleons and the cr and cu mesons as the  appropriate degrees 
of freedom . The inclusion of fundamental physical laws like special relativity, quan­
tum  mechanics and microscopic causality is im portant if w e wish to describe nuclear 
phenom ena under extreme conditions.
W ithin th e  relativistic mean-field theory approximation (RMFT), QHD can be 
solved and has had many successes predicting nuclear properties. With only two ad­
justable param eters, QHD predicts binding energies of spherical nuclei, single-particle 
energy levels, charge and mass densities, and spin-observables from nucleon-nudeus 
scattering. Nonetheless, the  interactions are strong and moving beyond RMFT has 
m any difficulties. In addition, a t  large density or m om entum  transfer, the  underlying 
quark-gluon degrees of freedom are expected to  be evident. This is lost in QHD.
A different approach to solving QCD is lattice gauge theory (LGT). This is a 
non-perturbative technique th a t models QCD on a space-tim e lattice and searches 
for solutions numerically. Lattice gauge theory has successfully described some of 
th e  properties of th e  hadrons based on quark-gluon interactions. In Ref. [6], the 
authors show extracted hadron masses from quenched QCD calculations. All of the 
calculations are w ithin two standard deviations of th e  experimental num bers and the 
heavier hadrons are  very accurate. Some of their predictions are reproduced in Ta­
ble 1.1. The mass of th e  lightest glueball was calculated in  Ref. [7] a t  1600 ± 3 0  MeV
6
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w ith  quantum  num bers JPC =  0++. This has helped identify th e  fo-m eson (1590 MeV) 
as a leading glueball candidate. Recent w ork has studied direct hadron-hadron  inter­
actions. A m ajor obstacle in LGT calculations is th e  am ount of com puter resourses 
needed. These calculations can tak e  m onths or even years of supercom puter tim e. 
C urrent com puting resources are being strained to  achieve th e  current results. Only 
recently have dynamical virtual quarks been able to  be included due to  th e  additional 
com putational cost. Also, statististics rem ain low for m any results, preventing accu­
rate extrapolation to  the  continuum  lim it. Nonetheless, w ith  continual increases in 
com putational pow er and im provem ents to  algorithms, LGT looks to  be th e  best bet 
for describing nuclear physics from  th e  underlying fundam ental processes.
Sections 1.1 and 1.2 discuss som e current models used in nuclear physics and 
som e of th e  problem s facing th e  field. Section 1.3 offers an  overview of mean-field 
theory. Section 1.4 discusses th e  application of MFT to  vector m eson production 
in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. In section 1.5 applications and im provem ents to 
analytic approxim ation methods, including MFT, for lattice gauge theory  m odels are 
discussed.
1.1 Nuclear Models
Although th ere  are many difficulties in nuclear physics stem m ing from  a lack 
of a usable fundam ental theory, m any successful models have been developed. This 
section describes a few of these m odels currently in use.
One of th e  first goals in th e  study of nuclear structure is a  prediction of the  
mass and shape of th e  ground s ta te  nucleus. In th e  sim plest approxim ation th e  mass
7
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of a nucleus is ju s t th e  sum  of th e  nucleon m asses. This gives a mass form ula of
M nuc =  MPZ +  MrvN (1.1)
w here th e  nucleus consists of A nucleons, Z of which are protons and N are neutrons. 
The masses of th e  proton and neutron are Mp an d  M.^ respectively, taking into account 
th e  slight m ass difference between th e  pro ton  and  neutron. Since th e  nucleus does 
n o t fall a p a rt into its constituent nucleons, its  m ass m ust be slightly less th an  th is 
sum. M any te rm s can be added to  equation (1.1) to  account for such things as surface 
tension, Coulomb repulsion between protons, and a preference for nuclei to  have 
equal num bers of protons and neutrons. Free param eters in these  term s are  fit to  
known nuclei masses. The resulting form ula is know n as an empirical mass form ula. 
One such calculation of th e  nuclear mass is due to  M oller e ta i. [8] and is based on 
th e  finite-range droplet model. To dem onstrate th e  complexity of these corrections, 
their equation for the  nuclear mass is reproduced below,
M-nuc =  MpZ +  M-jvN — mi Z — m iN  — cti A — azA1^  — 0C3A1/ 3 
72 74/3 72
-Cl x w +  c*z  A +  + CsZ f" X  (1 '2)
+ C (N  -  Z) -  W (  +  6w)  -  Apair +  o.Z i3? .
Only few of th ese  term s will be identified to  illustrate th e  types of effects th a t  con­
tribu te  to  th e  nucleus’ mass. Inside th e  nucleus the  "effective" mass of th e  pro ton  
and neutron is reduced by m i and m 2 respectively. The <xz term accounts for surface 
tension, ca corrects for asymm etry in  the  num ber of neutron and protons, and Oe 
accounts for th e  influence of the orbiting electrons.
The above equation, along w ith corrections for microscopic interactions and 
aspherical shapes, was used to predict the m ass of nearly 9000 nuclei w ith  an  average
8
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error in  binding energies of 0.66 MeV[8] .  From these results the  authors w ere able 
to  predict radioactive decay probabilities, half-lives and ground state shapes.
The empirical mass formula treats  th e  nucleus as a  fluid. On a m ore microscopic 
level, one views th e  interaction between tw o nucleons as th e  exchange of mesons. The 
m ajor laboratories for th is are the deuteron, th e  only bound sta te  of two nucleons, and 
n u d eo n-nudeon  (NN) scattering. The pion is th e  lightest m eson and is responsible for 
th e  long-range attraction  between nudeons. As m ore m esons have been discovered, 
they have been induded  in  meson exchange m odels .2
There are two m ajor approaches to  non-relativistic, m eson exchange models. 
In th e  dispersion-theoretical method, 7tN and tvk scattering data are used to  recon­
struct th e  pion 's role in the  NN interaction. One example of this is th e  Paris po­
tential [10]. This empirically accounts for correlated and uncorrelated In. exchanges. 
Heavier m eson exchange and a hard core round ou t the  NN potential. The alternate 
m ethod is to  s ta r t from  a field-theoretical po in t of view and explititly calculate all of 
th e  In  exchange contributions, induding correlations. M any of these models indude 
th e  A-isobar, an  Nrc resonance, explidtly.
The Bonn potential [11, 12] is a very successful im plem entation of th e  field- 
theoretical m ethod. This model incorporates th e  following mesons: 7t(0“ , 1); cu(l“ , 0); 
p (l_ , 1); and 5(0+ , 1). The symbols in parentheses are th e  quantum  numbers for th e  
m eson given in (Jp, T) notation where J is th e  p a rtid e 's  spin, P is its parity and T is its 
isospin. The 6-m eson is also known as th e  ao(980). These are all of the m esons whose 
mass is below 1 GeV and whose contribution is not suppressed due to  som e other 
mechanism. In addition to  single meson exchange, also called one boson exchange 
(OBE), correlated and uncorrelated m ulti-m eson exchanges are induded. These in- 
2 For a brief historic view see Ref. [9].
9
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Full Bonn OBEP a Experiment
Deuteron
Binding energy (MeV) 2.22465 2.22452 2.224644(46)
Quadrupole m om ent (fm2) 0.2807 0.274 0.2860(15)
Radius (fm) 2.0016 1.9693 1.9660(68)
Scattering
Singlet scattering length  (fm) -23.749 -23.750 -23.75(1)
Triplet scattering length  (fm) 5.427 5.427 5.424(4)
Table 1.2: Deuteron and low-energy scattering parameters for full Bonn potential, one bo­
son exchange model (OBEP) and experiment. Full Bonn and experimental data taken from 
Ref. [11]. OBEPa is a relativistic OBEP using Blackenbeder-Sugar reduction; taken from 
Ref. [12]. Theoretical predictions come from a best-fit of free parameters to a large range 
of deuteron and scattering observables. Errors are given as uncertainty in the last digits.
d u d e  np, correlated In  and ncu exchanges. The virtual exdtation of a  nudeon  to a 
delta, A(1232), is also induded . Finally, the  finite size of the n u d eo n s  and mesons 
requires the  indusion of a form  factor a t every interaction vertex. There are six un­
known parameters in th e  full Bonn model which are determ ined by a  best-fit to a 
w ide range of two nudeon  data such as deuteron properties, scattering  observables 
and phase shifts.
Calculations w ithin th is  full framework are in excellent agreem ent w ith  empiri­
cally derived values for phase shifts, deuteron properties, and to ta l cross-section and 
spin observables for tw o-nudeon  scattering. Some results are show n in  Table 1.2. It 
is also possible to calculate properties of finite nudei using the  Bonn potential. How­
ever, calculations using th e  full Bonn potential are cumbersome and tim e-consum ing. 
For this reason, several reductions of th e  full potential have been  m ade[12]. The 
reduced potentials replace m ulti-partide exchanges w ith the exchange of effective 
mesons. These additional m esons parameterize complicated exchange diagram s. For 
example, the  sigm a-m eson replaces the  In  and np exchanges. The cr(0+ , 0) is a light 
scalar meson th a t creates a medium -range attraction in th e  n u d eo n -n u d eo n  poten-
10
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tia l. The cr-meson is seen experimentally as a broad resonance in n  — n  scattering.
We now  tu rn  our atten tion  away from  th e  meson picture and instead, focus on 
an  amazing p roperty  of nuclei, shell closures. We will re tu rn  to  th e  m eson picture, 
and by incorporating special relativity, obtain  a model th a t  predicts th e  nuclear shell 
structure.
Over th e  range of known nuclei th e  difference betw een th e  m ass of th e  nucleus 
and th e  mass of its constituents, know n as th e  mass excess, is generally a sm ooth 
function of th e  nuclear mass. However, there  are  nuclei for which th e  mass excess 
becomes large and negative; th a t nucleus is tightly  bound. For example, g60  has a 
mass excess of —4.7 MeV. Its also has no known decay m odes. Its neighbor, }50 , has 
a mass excess of 2.9 MeV and decays w ith  a  half-life of 122 seconds. The nucleus g5N is 
also stable b u t w ith  a mass excess of only —0.1 MeV. Of all th e  nuclei around A =  16, 
160  is by far th e  m o st tightly bound. This patte rn  is repeated several tim es over the  
nuclear spectrum . Nuclei th a t are tightly  bound like this are  called magic nuclei. They 
occur w hen th ere  is a "magic" num ber of protons or neutrons. The magic num bers 
are 2 ,8 ,20 ,28 ,50 ,82 ,126,___
To determ ine why there  are magic num bers and to  predict w h at they  are, we 
need to  consider how  th e  nucleons in teract inside the nucleus. Conservation of an­
gular m om entum  leads to a heirarchy of single particle energy levels in th e  nucleus, 
analogous to  th e  electron levels in th e  atom . As in atom ic physics, th ere  are  large 
energy gaps betw een m ajor energy levels. These gaps lead to stability  for systems 
w hose levels are  filled to  ju s t below th is  gap. The atomic analogy to  magic nuclei are 
th e  noble gases.
A sim ple, one-body potential m odel can predict a  series of magic num bers; 
however, they  do n o t match those empirically seen. M ayer and Jenson[13] suggested
11
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th e  inclusion of a  sp in-orb it coupling in the  one-body potential. This extra te rm  cou­
ples th e  nucleon 's intrinsic angular m om entum , spin, w ith  its orbital angular m om en­
tum  abou t th e  nuclear center. This new term  has th e  form , H.,0 =  —a(r) S • L, w here 
S is th e  particle’s intrinsic spin and L is its o rb ita l angular m om entum. The correct 
magic num bers a re  then  predicted. In addition, nuclear properties like ground-state 
spin and parity  a re  accurately predicted by considering only those nucleons beyond 
the  last closed shell. In this regard, this exclusively one-body description is rem ark­
ably successful.
While th e  addition of th e  spin-orbit coupling predicts the correct magic num ­
bers and som e nuclear properties, its origin is unknow n. In th e  single-particle de­
scription, i t  is an  ad hoc correction. However, in  a  relativisticfield-theory model th a t 
includes m eson exchange, th e  spin-orbit coupling is predicted. This will be the  final 
nuclear m odel discussed and will be used again in  chapter 2 .
Only th e  sim plest approach will be discussed here. This model is developed 
and extensively discussed in Refs. [14, 15]. This m odel in  its full glory is refered to 
as quantum  hadrodynamics or QHD; however, th e  sim ple form used here is more 
commonly know n as th e  (cr, cu) model.
We s ta r t  w ith  a relativistic quantum  field theory  based on a local lagrangian 
density. This is th e  only consistent framework available to  deal w ith a relativistic, 
quantum  mechanical, many-body system. The (o\co) m odel consists of th ree  fields, 
a nucleon field, d>, consisting of th e  protons and neutrons, a massive, neutral, scalar 
field, 4>, which couples to  th e  scalar density, ijnjj, and a massive, neutral, vector field, 
V^, th a t couples to  th e  conserved baryon current, lihvd*- The scalar field is associated 
w ith th e  "sigma m eson" and th e  vector field w ith  th e  om ega meson. These tw o meson 
fields give th e  gross properties of th e  nudeon-nudeon  interaction, an interm ediate-
12
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range attraction from th e  c-m eson, and a short-range repulsion from  the  w-meson. 
The lagrangian for th e  (7 , cu) model is3
4 a,u,) =  +  ( a ^ < f >  - m * 4>2)
+ $  [ y ^  -  gvV^} -  (Mn -  t|», (1 .3)
where
F^v =  0^ V v -a v V |i. (1.4)
The field equations are obtained by applying H am ilton’s principle,
+  m ^V *1 =  gvihY ^
( a ^ - l - m 2)^ =  gstH> (1.5)
[Y n(i3^-gvVR)-(M .N —gs<|))]^ =  0.
This is a se t of coupled, non-linear, quantum  field equations describing the nuclear 
system. In th is form, th e  problem  is still prohibitively difficult to  allow for a direct 
solution. However, if the  sources on th e  right hand side of th e  first tw o equations be­
come very large, there will be many quanta of the  meson fields present. The meson 
fields can be replaced w ith  their classical expectation value; fluctuations are small. 
This is relativistic mean-field theory. These expectation values, V0 and 4>0, are pro­
portional to  th e  vector and scalar densities respectively. W hen substituted into the 
lagrangian, equation (1.3), th e  equation of m otion for the  nucleons is th e  normal Dirac 
equation, bu t w ith  the m ass shifted by —gs<bo and the energy shifted by gvVo. This is 
a linear equation and can be solved exactly.
This m odel predicts th e  saturation of th e  nuclear force as an  entirely relativistic
effect. Variations on th e  above process can be used to handle finite nuclei including
JThe metric used here is that of Bjorken and Drell [16]; =  (1,-1,—1,-1). Natural units are also
used; R, =  c =  1.
13
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Figure 1.1: Mass and charge density for 160. Calculation based on Ref. [17].
calculations of ground state  energies, single-particle spectrum  (see figure 1.1), mass 
and charge densities (figure 1.1), and observables from nucleon-nucleus or electron- 
nudeus scattering. The interplay between th e  vector and scalar meson fields leads to 
th e  sp in -o rb it coupling th a t had to be added by hand in  th e  non-relativistic models. 
This coupling is a relativistic effect explained by QHD.
M any extensions to  th e  (cr, cu) model have been m ade induding counter-term s 
for renorm alizability, th e  indusion of th e  p and 7c mesons and th e  calculation of pion 
loops. For a  full review of QHD, its im provem ents and som e applications, see one of 
the  m any review a rtid e s  and discussions [1 4 ,1 5 ,1 8 ,1 9 ] .
1.2 Current and Future Problems
M ost of th e  applications and m ethods described in th e  previous section deal 
w ith  n u d ea r m atter under "norm al" conditions. Normal in this sense means situa-
14
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Figure 1.2: Predicted energy levels for 208Pb using QHD. This calculation includes a con­
densed neutral p field to reproduce the correct symmetry energy and the Coulomb field, A0, 
for electromagnetic interactions between the protons. Experimental values are taken from 
neighboring nuclei (Ref [14]). Figure reproduced from Ref. [15], Notice the appearance of 
large gaps between some of the levels; these are shell closures.
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tions th a t are  easily created in the laboratory or th a t  nuclei generally experience. The 
substructure of th e  hadrons plays a minor role a t  this level. The frontier of nuclear 
physics is th e  s tudy  of nuclei under extreme conditions. This section will describe a 
few  of these areas.
Currently u nder construction, th e  Relativistic H eavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) will 
s tudy  th e  nucleus u nder extreme density and tem perature. The "holy grail" of the 
RHIC plan is to create a never-before-seen phase of m atter, th e  quark-gluon plasma 
(QGP). It is believed th a t  if hadronic m atter is greatly compressed or heated, the 
hadrons will "m elt" in to  th e ir constituent quarks and gluons. When the  quarks and 
gluons are very close together, their interaction is reduced. By colliding two large 
nuclei, i t  is expected th a t  th e  hadrons will overlap, deconfining th e  quarks and gluons.
The center-of-m ass energy for one of these collisions will be 200 GeV per nu­
cleon. The nuclei will be traveling a t 99.9956% th e  speed of light prior to the collision. 
The QGP is expected to  form  a t the collision center. As th e  system starts to  cool, 
hadrons will rad iate off th e  surface of th e  plasma. By m easuring the  energy, direc­
tion , m om entum  and num ber of particles coming from th e  collision, properties of the 
QGP will be m easured.
This is ju s t one of th e  many interesting phenom ena to  be looked for a t RHIC. 
By seeing w hat happens to  nuclear m atter under such extrem es w e can gain insight 
into w hat holds th e  nucleons together and w hat th e  early universe was like.
A different approach is being pursued a t  th e  Thomas Jefferson National Accel­
era to r Facility (TJNAF). With the  Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator, the  nucleus 
is being imaged a t  extrem ely fine resolution. Using a continuous beam of 4 GeV elec­
trons, structures as sm all as 0.04 fm or 1 /20th the  size of th e  pro ton  are being probed. 
I t  is TJNAF’s goal to  understand how th e  fundamental quarks and gluons combine to
16
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form  th e  hadrons th a t  m ake up the  m atter in our world.
At such sh o rt distances, the  substructure of th e  nucleons becomes apparent. 
The electron can scatter directly off of one of th e  valance quarks or even a sea quark. 
One interesting project a t  TJNAF will look a t  electrons th a t  have scattered from a 
virtual strange quark. This will help determ ine how im portant th e  sea quarks are in 
th e  nucleon. This process is signaled by th e  production of a  strange hadron. These 
include th e  K, A, E and S. The proton and neutron, along w ith  all of th e  mesons dis­
cussed before, contain only up and down constituent quarks. An understanding of the  
im portance of th e  virtual quarks is im portant for LGT calculations w here the virtual 
quarks are often neglected due to their increased com putational cost. In addition, 
strangeness is conserved by the  strong and electromagnetic interactions, so the ejec­
tion  of a strange hadron means another strange hadron is left in th e  nucleus. The 
m ost common such reaction is e + p  —» e' +  K +  A. The A is sim ilar to  th e  proton or 
neutron except it is heavier and contains a strange quark. Since i t  is distinguishable 
from th e  normal nucleons, i t  is not affected by th e  Pauli exclusion principle. One can 
use th e  A bound in th e  nucleus to study the  single-particle shell model. In addition, 
new decay modes for th e  A are available so the  effects of th e  nuclear medium can be 
studied.
TJNAF will also be able to map out the  electric and m agnetic properties of the  
nucleons w ith  great precision. With such high precision experim ental results, lattice 
gauge theory calculations will have a solid benchmark for com parison. We will be 
able to see if full QCD calculations can properly explain th e  experim ental data or if 
new phenom ena are  being seen.
17
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1.3 Mean Field Theory
M ean-held theory (MFT) offers a  simple technique to  obtain  results from  the  
many-body problem . It is n o t an  exact solution, bu t describes th e  gross properties of 
th e  system. In MFT, th e  interacting system is replaced w ith  a  non-interacting system 
in a  self-consistent external held. This reduces a  complicated many-body interacting 
system to a one-body problem. While the  external held m ay be complicated, it is 
easier to  handle than  the  full many-body problem.
M ean-held theory  has been applied to  a w ide variety of physical system s with 
incredible success. A few of these  areas are discussed below.
One of th e  best successes of MFT has been th e  H artree theory  in atom ic physics. 
For atom s larger th an  hydrogen, solving the  Schrodinger equation  for th e  electrons is 
a m any-body problem . In th e  H artree approximation, th e  full electron wave-function 
is w ritten  as th e  product of single-particle wave-functions. A variational principle is 
used to minimize th e  energy. The ingenuity of th is m ethod is th a t instead of guessing 
a t  th e  ham iltonian and varying param eters in it, th e  wave-functions them selves are 
th e  variational param eters. The appropriate hamiltonian is already known.
Assuming the  to tal ham iltonian can be w ritten as th e  sum  of a one-particle 
kinetic term  and a tw o-particle interaction term  (which it  can be for atom ic electrons), 
th e  minimization condition gives,
w here fa  is th e  single-particle wave-function for the  ith  particle, R t is th e  kinetic 
term , Vy is th e  interaction term  and e* is the  single-particle energy. This shows the 
im portan t parts of m ean-held theory and will be used as a dem onstration  to  describe 
them  in m ore detail.
(1.6)
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The first thing to  notice is th a t th is  can be very complicated. In general, th e  
k inetic energy will involve derivatives of th e  w ave-function and th e  H artree equation  
becomes an  integro-differential equation. Also, th e  second term  depends on solutions 
of th is  equation  for o ther particles; it  depends on $ j. These are only known after 
already solving equation (1.6). This is called a self-consistent equation since any  one 
solu tion  is dependent on all of th e  o ther solutions.
This m ethod of solution is one of continual refinement. First a guess is m ade 
for th e  wave-functions. These guesses are  used as inpu t and the H artree equations 
are solved. The new solutions are used as inpu t and a new  set of solutions are found. 
This continues until the  new solutions m atch th e  previous solutions. This can be easily 
im plem ented numerically.
Variations on H artree theory occur th roughout physics. Accounting fo r the  
Pauli exclusion principle and antisym m etrizing th e  full wave-function, one arrives 
a t H artree-Fock theory. This differs from  plain H artree by including an exchange- 
potential term . This m ethod is popular in atom ic and non-relativistic nuclear physics.
The H artree m ethod can also be applied to superfluid 4He condensate (see 
Ref. [20]). 4H e remains a liquid to  tem peratures approaching absolute zero. As 
helium -4 is cooled below 2.17 K it  undergoes a phase transition to  a superfluid. The 
grand-canonical ham iltonian for th is system  can be expanded leading to  a H artree  
equation. I t  is similar to  equation (1.6) except th e  sum  over o ther particles is re­
placed by an integration over all space. M odeling th e  interaction as a repulsive delta 
function of strength  g, leads to  th e  Gross-Pitaevskii equation,
w here vx is th e  mass of 4He, p is th e  chemical potential for the helium  and W(x) is 
th e  condensate wave-function. This leads to  a continuity equation for th e  condensate
(1.7)
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and th e  quantum  mechanical analog of Bernoulli’s equation.
1.4 Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collisions
As discussed in section 1.2, one of th e  forefronts of nuclear physics is relativistic 
heavy-ion collisions. The goal is to  study th e  nucleus under extreme tem perature or 
density in hopes of creating a quark-gluon plasm a [21]. Much of th e  m otivation 
was previously discussed. In addition, hadronic models have been very successful 
so it  is im portan t to  te s t how  far these m odels can go in describing physics a t  the  
extrem es. Can a hadronic model predict som e of the phenomena of a relativistic 
heavy-ion collisions or does the  hadronic description fail a t  this level? It is in this 
vein th a t  th e  following project is undertaken.4
Thousands of mesons will be produced during a single central collision a t  RHIC. 
One possible source of mesons is radiation via a bremsstrahlung mechanism. In the  
fram ew ork of th e  [cr, cu) model in RMFT, th e  m eson fields are treated  classically. If 
th e ir  source, which is the  baryon current in th e  case of the  omega-meson, is acceler­
ated, th e  m esons can be radiated. This is in analogy to the  radiation of photons from 
an  accelerating charge.
Since th e  successes of th e  (tr, cu) model have been a t low energy and w ith  slow 
tim e dependence (see pages 12 -  14), som e justification is needed for its use  under 
th e  extrem e conditions to  be seen a t  RHIC. First, using ground state wave-functions 
calculated from  this model and empirical nucleon-nudeon scattering am plitudes one 
can obtain  excellent agreem ent w ith experimental nucleon-nucleus scattering observ­
ables in  th e  relativistic im pulse approximation up to  energies of th e  order 1 GeV [23];
second, th e  longitudinal response for 56Fe(e, eO a t  momentum transfer of |q | =  0.55
4This work has been published as Ref. [22].
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GeV has been calculated by Frank [24] in this model and agrees well w ith data; in 
addition, th e  (a, cu) model taken in RMFT has been employed to describe th e  nuclear 
equation of sta te  up to  th e  quark-gluon phase transition [15, 25, 26]. Furtherm ore, 
th e  presence of many quanta of th e  meson fields here serves to validate th e  classical 
approximation.
At this point, it is no t clear w hat th e  appropriate degrees of freedom  actually 
are for RHIC-like collisions.5 Although th e  (a, cu) model deals w ith hadrons, th e  re­
sults will tu rn  out to  be more general. We consider a process whereby two conserved 
baryon currents pass through each other, are slowed, and radiate vector mesons. In 
th e  end, th e  only requirem ents for this calculation are an empirical knowledge of the  
initial and final rapidities of th e  baryon currents, conservation of th ese  currents, and 
a vector meson th a t couples to  th e  conserved baryon currents. In th e  final analysis, it 
is irrelevant w hether th e  baryon current is carried by nucleons or quarks during the  
collision, as long as th e  vector m eson couples to th e  baryon current.
I t  should be noted th a t in the  work of Mishustin e t  al. [27], w here the  (<r, cu) 
m odel is employed to calculate baryon—anti-baryon production via virtual vector 
m eson bremsstrahlung under RHIC conditions, it is suggested th a t real cu-mesons 
should also be produced via brem sstrahlung and th a t this process should be relatively 
soft.6
The radiation of mesons during relativistic heavy-ion collisions has been stud­
ied before. Weber e t  al. [28] examined the  dynamics of relativistic heavy-ion col-
5 In the work of Mishustin et al. [27] it is stated, "One cannot even say what degrees of freedom, 
hadrons or quarks and gluons, are more suitable for describing these collisions.”
‘ In Ref. [27] it Is further observed about vector meson bremsstrahlung that "... It is clear that the 
same mechanism can also produce mesons. For instance, the real co-meson can be generated in the 
bremsstrahlung process when the four-momenta of quanta satisfy the mass shell constraint p2 =  m2,. 
.. .These channels are characterized by lower threshold and, therefore, by smaller momentum transfers. 
Since the corresponding coupling constants are also large, one can expect high multiplicities of mesons 
coherently produced in ultra-relativistic nuclear collisions."
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Iisions using the  (a, cu) m odel in mean-held theory. They m odeled th e  collisions 
w ithin th e  relativistic Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck m odel using full solutions to 
th e  m eson-held equations. At th e  energies they  studied (1 —20 G eV /nudeon), they 
found m eson radiation to  be negligible (< 3 M eV /nudeon). However, th e  am ount 
of energy radiated increases as th e  acceleration squared, so their w ork  does n o t rule 
ou t appredable radiation a t  higher energies. The production of pions and photons 
via brem sstrahlung was investigated in Refs. [29, 30]. Ivanov [31] has calculated 
cu-meson brem sstrahlung due to  acceleration resulting from  hlam entation instability. 
The behavior of th e  m eson helds during relativistic heavy-ion collisions was explored 
in Refs. [32, 33]; however, these are a t much lower bom barding energies and did not 
directly look a t m eson radiation.
In th is work only central collisions of identical heavy nudei are considered. The 
lab and equal-velodty fram es are equivalent. In Ref. [34] H anson shows evidence 
th a t for central, high-energy collisions, rapidity larger th a n  3, the  nudei are expected 
to be slowed by th e  collision, b u t no t completely stopped. This slowing occurs over 
the  sh o rt tim e of th e  collision resulting in a  large deceleration.
Due to  th e  Lorentz structure of the  fields, th e  scalar m eson radiation is greatly 
suppressed relative to  th e  vector meson radiation. M ost of th e  vector meson radiation 
is in the  form  of high energy mesons whose mass is therefore neglected. An attenua­
tion  factor is induded to  account for the  strong interaction betw een th e  vector mesons 
and th e  baryons. The a ttenuation  factor is constructed in  a Lorentz-invariant m an­
ner to  m aintain th e  covariance of th e  theory. This m odel contains three adjustable 
param eters. The stopping param eter, t ,  controls th e  m agnitude of th e  deceleration. 
The m ajority of th e  slowing will occur for tim es —t  <  t  <  t . The stopping param e­
te r is varied over th e  range 5 fm /c < t < 50 fm /c. The rapidity loss, 5y, measures
22
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th e  difference betw een initial and final velocities. I t can either be m easured during 
th e  experim ent o r taken  from  theoretical calculations. For th is  w ork, rapidity  loss 
is taken to  be  2.4 ±  0.2 based on extrapolation of current data  and  hydrodynamical 
calculations [35, 36]. The th ird  param eter is th e  cu-N total cross-section, <r. Based 
on geom etric considerations, values near 30 mb are used.7 The resulting angular dis­
tribu tion  of energy flux is characteristic, varying only in m agnitude for variations in 
th e  cross-section and deceleration tim e (see figure 1.3). Variations in  rapidity loss af­
fect bo th  th e  m agnitude and w idth of th e  angular distribution; however, th e  general 
shape is ro b u st against param eter variations (see chapter 2).
If th e  scalar field is neglected and th e  vector meson mass se t to  zero, th e  equa­
tion  of m otion  of th e  vector field [equation (1.5)] reduces to an  inhom ogeneous wave 
equation. The nucleus is modeled as a collection of non-interacting poin t baryons 
all traveling w ith  th e  sam e velocity. During th e  time of the collision, all transverse 
m otion is neglected.
I t is a  straight-forw ard calculation (see Refs. [22, 38]) to  find th e  angular dis­
tribu tion  of radiated energy,
The un it vector n  points to  th e  observer, $ is th e  nucleus1 velocity and A is th e  num ­
ber of baryons participating. Since the  outgoing mesons are  highly energetic, their 
w avelength is sho rter th an  th e  inter-particle separation and th e  radiation is incoher­
ent. This is w hy th e  factor is A instead of A2 which one would expect from coherent 
brem sstrahlung.
7Some recent experimental work suggests a smaller cross-section than used here [37]. Variations in 
the cross-section only affect the total magnitude of energy radiated, not the angular distribution shape. 
Therefore, a smaller o>-N cross-section would only increase the amount of radiation in this channel.
2
(1 .8)
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Figure 1.3: Angular distribution of energy flux, dE /dn , as a function of lab angle for outgoing 
vector mesons. The rapidity loss is fixed a t Sy  =  2.4 and the vector m eson-nudeon total cross- 
section a t a  =  30 mb. It is shown for r  =  5.0 fm (solid line), t  =  10 fm (dashed line) and t  =  20 
fm (dotted line). The A and gv/47t factors have been removed.
The velocity is taken as a sm ooth change from initial to  final values using a 
Fermi param eterization,
P(t) =  f if+  ■ (1.9)1 + e ^ T*
N ote how  the  stopping param eter, t ,  controls th e  tim e during which deceleration 
occurs. The velodty  and rapidity are related by £ =  ta n h y . With th e  attenuation  
factor and this form for the  velodty, th e  energy radiated per solid angle is
i i
4tcdE= | iAr J_dn
d t ( Az{ t)ft2(t)sin2 0 *42(t)ft2(t) sin2 8
\ ( 1 - 3 ( t ) c o s 0 ) 5 ^  (1 + 3 ( t)  cos9)5
(1.10)
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w here 0 is th e  angle to  th e  observer and «4(t) is the  a tten u atio n  factor. The to tal 
energy radiated is obtained by integrating over all angles,
Predictions for the  to ta l energy radiated require know ledge of th e  vector me­
son coupling constant, gv. Since its value is n o t known for high energy processes, a 
value th a t reproduces nuclear m atter properties is used. This value used of 10.83 is 
consistent w ith th e  w ork of others [27, 39]. Using th is  value fo r th e  coupling con­
stan t, we find approximately 2% of the total energy lo st during a collision should be 
radiated th is way.
The model used here is very simple; i t  depends only on th e  vector mesons cou­
pling to  a conserved baryon current. The fact th a t this model predicts an appreciable 
amount of radiation with a characteristic angular distribution that is robust against 
parameter variation suggests that it is deserving of experimental investigation.
I t is expected th a t a t  th e  energies available a t RHIC th ese  central collisions will 
produce a quark-gluon plasma. The question then  arises, w hat effect will th e  creation 
of th e  plasma have on this model th a t uses baryons and mesons? Indeed, would any 
sign of th is hadronic process survive under these  conditions? I t  has been suggested 
th a t  as individual quarks interact during th e  collision, color strings or flux tubes will 
form  [4 0 ,4 1 ,4 2 ,4 3 ]. These flux tubes are stretched o u t behind th e  nuclei as they pass 
through each o ther (see, for example, figure 4  of Ref. [40]). The breaking of these  flux 
tubes th en  provides an im portant contribution to th e  form ation  of th e  quark-gluon 
plasma. The m eson production described in th e  present w ork comes exclusively from
The Lorentz factor, y , is defined as
y = n-e2r 1/2 (1.12)
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th e  forward-going baryons th a t  constitute th e  initial colliding nuclei and will n o t see 
such a quark-gluon plasm a. Even if th e  mesons m ust pass through p a rt of th e  baryon- 
rich quark-gluon plasm a, th e re  is theoretical evidence th a t  m eson-like m odes can 
propagate through a quark-gluon plasma [44]. Such a physical s ituation  w ould alter 
th e  attenuation  b u t could still leave a detectable signal of th is  mechanism.
In sum m ary of th e  first part of th is dissertation, a fully relativistic, quantum  
field theory defined by equation  (1.3) is used to  study vector m eson production in rel­
ativistic heavy-ion collisions. Radiation from the  scalar field is negligible com pared to 
th a t  from th e  vector field. Also, th e  out-going vector m esons carry much m ore energy 
th an  the ir rest mass, so they  m ay be considered massless. A param eterization of the  
baryon current is used to  m odel the  empirically observed slowing of th e  nuclei during 
th e  collision. In all, th ere  are  ju s t th ree  adjustable param eters, th e  slowing tim e, the 
to ta l cross-section, and rapidity loss. Based on these sim ple assum ptions, th is  model 
predicts a characteristic radiation pattern  w ith enough to ta l energy to  be experimen­
tally  seen. Figure 1.3 shows th e  characteristic shape and th e  robustness of th is shape 
to  variations in th e  stopping param eter. The possibility of th is type of production 
mechanism, w ith its clean, unique signal, suggests it should be investigated in the 
collisions a t  RHIC. In  addition, m easurem ent of this vector m eson brem sstrahlung 
can give insight into th e  flow of baryons during the  collision.
1.5 Lattice Gauge Theory
We begin th is  section w ith an introduction to m ean-field theory  in th e  Ising 
model. The Ising m odel is th e  sim plest of a large class of statistical spin models. 
Lattice gauge theory  is a  m ore complicated example of th ese  m odels. Since th e  appli-
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cation of MFT is sim ilar betw een these two m odels, a  discussion of MFT in th e  Ising 
model is beneficial.
Consider a  system  of spin-^ magnetic a tom s situated  on a regular lattice. The 
magnetic m om ents m ay po in t either up or dow n relative to  som e axis and interact 
only w ith  neighboring atom s. Their interaction is described by a  hamiltonian,
where st =  ±1 and th e  sum is over all pairs of neighbors. With a little thought one 
can be convinced th a t  as J -+ oo th e  "spins" s* will align. At th e  other extreme, 
J —► 0, there is. no penalty  for spins being m isaligned and entropy will prefer th is 
random  orientation. Just th e  opposite occurs w ith  variations in tem perature; T =  0 
corresponds to  th e  aligned sta te  and T =  oo, random .
It is no t unreasonable to th ink  th a t th e  aligned and random  phases m ight be 
separated by a phase  transition. In order to  investigate, an order param eter m ust 
be identified. We will take th e  expectation value of a spin, in  =  (si), as th e  order 
param eter. This goes to  1 for low tem perature and vanishes a t  high tem perature.
Consider th e  contribution to the  energy from  one of th e  sites w ith spin cro,
w here y  is called th e  coordination number and is equal to  th e  num ber of nearest 
neighbors. If we neglect the  last term , the energy is only dependent on th e  spin a t 
th a t site. The la st te rm  accounts for the  fluctuations of th e  neighboring spins away 
from their average value. Neglecting these fluctuations gives mean-field theory. The 
average spin is th e n  found self-consistently by requiring (cro) =  m .
K =  — J7 ~  SjSj, 
CtJ)
(1 .13)
H(cr0) =  -ofcj °~J =  -ffoJym  -  cr0J (crj -  m ) , (1.14)
m  =  (cro) =
Y  Q'o expCfiJyrnao) 
Y  exp(PJymao)
=  tanhO Jym ) (1 .15)
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Figure 1.4: Phase diagram for Ising model in MFT. The critical value occurs at 3 =  1 /y j.
where 3 =  1 A bT, th e  inverse tem perature and k s , th e  Boltzmann constant. The sums 
are over (To =  ± 1 . There is always a solution a t  m  =  0. In addition, if Jy >  1, there  
are two additional solutions a t m  =  ±rrio. If they  exist, th e  solutions a t ±nio have 
lower free energy th an  m  =  0. The region w ith  m  =  0 is separated from the  region 
w ith m  ^  0 by a second-order phase transition  a t  3c =  VJy - The phase diagram is 
shown in figure 1.4. The critical value depends only on th e  coordination number, no t 
th e  actual geom etry of the  lattice. A two dimensional triangular lattice has the same 
behavior as a th re e  dimensional cubic lattice.
M ean-field theory  predicts a second-order transition for th e  Ising model re­
gardless of th e  geom etry of th e  lattice or th e  num ber of dim ensions. In one dimen­
sion th e  Ising m odel can be solved exactly and shows no phase transition . The tw o- 
dimensional, square lattice system was solved by Onsager [45] and  shows a phase 
transition a t  3c =  1/C2.269J). As the  num ber of nearest neighbors increases, the  MFT 
prediction comes closer to th e  exact, num eric calculations.
Lattice gauge theory takes QCD and m odels it on a space-tim e lattice [46].
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I t is sim ilar to  th e  Ising model except w ith a different interaction and th e  dynamical 
variables are n o t spins on th e  sites b u t fields on th e  links betw een sites. The resulting 
denum erable degrees of freedom  and ultraviolet cut-off allow for both  formal study 
and num eric investigation. The continuum lim it can be approached w ith  th e  help of 
th e  renorm alization group, and physical observables are predicted.
A recent review by Yoshie [47] collected m any of th e  current lattice calculations 
of th e  hadron spectrum  including mesons and baryons. Some of these predictions 
are reproduced in Table 1.1 on page 6. M any of these predictions are in excellent 
agreem ent w ith  experim ental data. Nucleon masses agree to w ithin 3% error bars 
w ith  sim ilar results for th e  A and Q  masses. Calculations of the  strange quark mass 
give values around 110 MeV. Another place of considerable success in lattice gauge 
theory  is in light-heavy meson physics. These m esons contain both a light quark (up, 
down or strange) and a heavier quark (charm or bottom ). Some of these calculations, 
focusing mainly on decay w idths and form factors, are reviewed in Ref. [48]. Several 
groups have calculated th e  B-meson decay constant, fe, using different m ethods and 
all are w ithin errors of each other. For the  m ost recent results in lattice gauge theory, 
th e  reader is referred to th e  proceedings of th e  yearly LATTICE meetings [49, 50, 51].
As computing pow er increases and algorithm s become more efficient, m ore and 
m ore accurate results can be obtained numerically. However, i t  is always profitable 
to  have analytic techniques th a t can offer physical insight, check numeric results, and 
ease som e of th e  com putational burden. The goal of th e  present w ork is to describe a 
m ethod of combining tw o analytic m ethods into a com plete description of th e  phase 
diagram  for arbitrary  dim ension in a U(l) pure gauge theory  [52]. All of th is w ork  is 
a t  zero physical tem perature.
The U (l) lattice gauge theory has been well studied, both analytically [53, 54,
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55, 56, 57, 58, 59] and num erically [60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. While n o t possessing all 
th e  complexities of th e  non-abelian  theory, lattice studies of U (l) provide a good 
testing  ground for lattice m ethods and the study of lattice artifacts. Understanding 
w h a t th e  lattice regularization does in a sim ple model like U (l) can help to  b e tte r th e  
understanding of these effects on  th e  more physically interesting groups.
The U(l) LGT problem  is qu ite  simple to  s ta te .8 
On a d-dim ensional hypercubic lattice, links are  de­
fined betw een neighboring sites. The in ter-site  spac­
ing is a. If th e re  are I sites in  each direction, th e re  
are  N£ =  ld sites on th e  lattice. Each oriented link 
is assigned a phase, Uq =  e1*1*. The phase depends 
on th e  bare electric charge, th e  u n it vector connects
Figure 1.5: A plaquette in lat- neighboring sites, and th e  vector potential betw een 
tice gauge theory. See text for 6 6 r
definitions. th e  siteSi
<J?tj =  ea £_(xi -  Xj)^ Ah f *1"  . (1-16)
u. ^ '
The phase changes sign if th e  link is traversed in the opposite direction. The product 
of four links around a square gives th e  basic gauge-invariant quantity  on th e  lattice, 
th e  plaquette,
U asU tiU jkU kiU tt . (1.17)
Throughout this w ork th e  W ilson action [46] is used,
S  =  2 j l - R e U Q). (1.18)
□
The sum is over all p laquettes once. Finally, a  partition function is w ritten  down as
2 (6 )  =  J d [Z/] e~p5lwl (1.19)
8 Ref. [15] offers a good, pedagogical introduction.
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w here 3 =  a d-4/e J  and here plays th e  role of an  "effective inverse tem perature." The 
action, S, th en  plays the role of an “effective ham iltonian" or “effective energy." The 
m easure is defined as
D M = n < n ji= n (isr)- (i-2o)
Each in tegration  is over [0,2n]; the  m easure is gauge invariant.9 This is a m ultidim en­
sional integral summing over all possible configurations. The order param eter for LGT 
is th e  average p laquette energy defined as,
t ° s w ° d(i - l )N , y - » - 2 i>
The free energy is
$T  = - \nZ{$) .  (1.22)
There are  N t sites on the  lattice and d(d — 1)/2 plaquettes per site (the num ber of 
edges of th e  hypercube m eeting a t a vertex).
In th e  classical, continuum lim it, th e  U(l) LGT reduces to Maxwell’s equations. 
However, for finite lattice spacing, th is becomes a different theory, one w ith  couplings 
to  all orders in  th e  coupling strength. Since QED is n o t asymptotically free, extrap­
olating from  finite lattice spacing to zero lattice spacing does no t recover continuum  
QED. For SU(3) (QCD), asymptotic freedom  allows one to  go directly to  th e  continuum  
lim it.
This apparently  sim ple model also exhibits complex and interesting behavior 
by itself. Unlike th e  seemingly m ore complicated SU(N) groups, U(l) LGT exhibits a 
phase tran sitio n  as a function of coupling strength in four dimensions. The U (l) the­
ory also has complicated topological excitations like Dirac monopoles [63]. A study 
of U (l) on  th ese  grounds alone is well justified. However, i t  is also used to  study pos­
sible m ethods of color confinement in QCD. The Abelian projection m ethod [65, 66]
9In this discussion, gauge invariance means there is an invariance under the transformation A* -+
An 4“ 9jiA.
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reduces th e  SU(2) system  to  a U(l) system  w here confinement appears as a m onopole 
condensate.
M any analytic techniques have been developed to  tackle U(l) LGT. They in­
clude both  strong coupling [54 ,55 ,67 ,68 ] and weak-coupling [56] expansions, m ean- 
field theory  (MFT) [53, 58, 67, 68] and interpolating lagrangians [59, 69]. The m ajor 
drawback of all of these m ethods is the ir failure to  accurately describe the entire phase 
diagram, including th e  region near th e  transition point. I t  is near th e  phase transition  
w here an  accurate description of th e  system is m ost desirable. The m ethod described 
below constructs a bridge between th e  strong coupling expansion (SCE) and m ean- 
field theory  (MFT) near th e  phase transition allowing for an accurate description of 
th e  entire phase diagram.
The m ean-held concept improves w ith increasing num bers of neighbors; th ere­
fore, calculations are here extended to higher dimensions. In order to com pare the 
analytic results w ith  th e  exact numeric results, M onte Carlo calculations have been 
perform ed in four through six dimensions.
When th e  bare coupling, e0, is large, 3 is small and th e  exponential w eight in 
th e  partition  function can be Taylor expanded. The integrals can be evaluated exactly 
giving th e  partition  function, or any observable, correct to  some order in (3. The first 
few term s for th e  plaquette energy are
Ea =  l —y  +  ygH  (1-23)
This series is th en  trea ted  w ith  Pade approximants to extend th e  radius of convergence 
to  th e  transition  po in t and beyond. Pade approximants recast a power series into th e  
ratio of two sm aller pow er series such th a t th e  order of th e  num erator plus th a t  of 
th e  denom inator is equal to  the order of the  longer series. Here series of up to  15th
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Figure 1.6: Phase diagram for six dimensions showing the metastable region. The stars 
and diamonds are Monte Carlo data from a 5s lattice starting from a random or ordered 
configuration respectively. Notice how the [7,8] Pade approximant to the strong coupling 
series (dash-dot line) and variational mean field theory with gauge fixing (solid line) reproduce 
the supercooled and superheated phases through the metastable region.
order in $ are used.10 The advantage of th is is the Pade approxim ant can take into 
account singularities th a t do n o t show  up in th e  power series.
In addition to working in higher numbers of dim ensions, MFT is improved by 
using variational techniques and gauge fixing. The variational m ethod introduces an 
extra param eter, an average external field, which is used to  minimize the  free energy. 
This offers a significant im provem ent over MFT w ithout th e  variational param eter.
In addition, gauge fixing also offers im provement. One is dealing w ith a very 
high-dim ensional m ultiple integral in  equation (1.19) and over much of th e  integra­
tio n  region th e  gauge invariant integrand does not change. A sim ple way to  see th is 
is to  notice th a t one can assign an  additional, arbitrary phase to  each site, a gauge 
transform ation, and nothing changes. Even though th e  action, th e  m easure, and th e
10This series appears in the literature [67, 70] up to 21 * order. The present author has independently 
verified the series through 11th order.
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observable are  all gauge invariant, w e may choose to  w ork  in a particular gauge. This 
im poses a  constraint on th e  links. One example is th e  axial gauge w here all of th e  tim e 
links a re  fixed to unity. Integrals over th e  constrained links variables then  facto r from 
th e  re s t of th e  partition  function.11 Since th e  m easure is normalized, th e  factored in te­
grals reduce to  unity. This does not alter the observable. Gauge fixing is n o t necessary 
is LGT. In th e  SCE and M onte Carlo calculation, gauge fixing is counter-productive. 
H ow ever, in  M FT, gauge fixing lowers th e  upper bound on th e  free energy. W ith these 
th re e  im provem ent, higher num bers of dim ensions, variational m ethods, and  gauge 
fixing, MFT predicts
Ea = 1  -  -  ! u2(R) (1.24)
cl a
w here
U (R )= ^ M  ; R =  2(d —2)fSu3(R) +2(Su(R) (1.25)
and  Io,i are  th e  modified Bessel functions. This is in  excellent agreem ent w ith  the 
num eric results.
For d  >  5, th e  U (l) gauge theory exhibits a strong first-order phase transition  
w ith  long-lived, m etastable states. The phase diagram, shown in  figure 1.6, is rem­
iniscent of th e  P-V diagram for a Van der Waals gas. Therefore, a cubic equation 
of s ta te  is fit to  th e  m etastable phases. This introduces an  additional unphysical re­
gion w ith  negative specific hea t analogous to th e  sta te  of negative compressibility in 
th e  Van der Waals gas [85]. The relative free energy of th e  phases is calculated by 
in tegrating  th e  p laquette energy along th e  curve,
A ( f 0  = J PE0 (P /)dB/. (1.26)
The s ta te  w ith  th e  low est free energy is th e  stable s ta te . This defines a  Maxwell
u This was the observation of Fadeev and Popov in continuum quantum field theory.
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Figure 1.7: The upper figure is a cubic fit to metastable region (as shown in figure 1.6) and 
the lower figure is the resulting relative free energy as calculated in equation (1.26) [52]. In 
the lower figure, where the two lower lines cross is the transition point.
construct for th is system. The Maxwell construct is applied to both th e  num eric data 
and th e  analytic approximations. Predicted transition points are very close betw een 
th e  tw o m ethods. Combining th is cubic equation of s ta te  for th e  m etastable region 
w ith  th e  strong coupling and mean-field m ethods away from  the transition po in t gives 
an  accurate prediction for the entire phase diagram in a U(l) lattice gauge theory.
Thus th e  second p art of th is d issertation I have taken a sim ple lattice gauge 
theory  (LGT) model and improved th e  analytic approximation m ethods. If th e  cou­
pling constant is strong, there  is a sm all param eter. The partition function is expanded 
as a pow er series (SCE) in this small param eter and th e  integrals evaluated te rm  by
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Figure 1.8: Analytic predictions for the first-order transition in a six dimensional U(l) lattice 
gauge theory. The vertical line is the transition point determined from the Maxwell construct. 
To the left is the [7,8] PadE approximant to the strong coupling expansion and to the right is 
variational mean-field theory in the axial gauge. The data points are Monte Carlo calculations 
for a 56 lattice taken from Ref. [52].
term . Pade approximants improve the behavior of the  SCE near the  phase transition 
by modeling the singularity which defines th e  transition. For weak, coupling, fluctua­
tions of the  link values around their mean value are small and can be neglected. This 
is mean-field theory (MFT). By working in higher numbers of dimensions, including a 
variational param eter w ith  which to  minimize th e  free energy, and eliminating non- 
dynamical degrees of freedom through gauge fixing, the MFT results are improved. 
A cubic equation of s ta te  is postulated for th e  region where m etastable states co­
exist. Both th e  Pade approximants and variational MFT describe their respective 
phases well into this m etastable region. The cubic equation of sta te  connects these 
two approximation m ethods. A Maxwell construct is defined to  identify th e  transi­
tion  point. Combining th e  cubic equation of s ta te  for the m etastable region w ith th e  
strong coupling and mean-field methods away from the  transition point gives an accu-
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rate, analytic description o f the entire phase diagram in higher dimensions. N um eric 
evaluations w ere also performed for com parison w ith th e  analytic approxim ations.12
The insight of accurate analytic approxim ations should be useful as larger nu­
m eric calculations are undertaken in full QCD lattice gauge theory.
12This work has been submitted for publication [52].
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Chapter 2
Relativistic Heavy-ion Collisions
As nuclear physics moves towards m ore extreme conditions, the ability of cur­
ren t m odels will be severely tested. It is of in terest to  know th e  boundaries w here 
hadronic theories fail and th e  underlying structure m ust be included. To do this, spe­
cific predictions m ust be m ade using the  hadronic assum ptions and then compared to 
th e  experim ental results. M otivated by th is, w e calculate vector-meson production 
in u ltra-relativ istic  heavy-ion collisions via brem sstrahlung.
In th e  fram ework of th e  (o\ cu) m odel, as th e  baryon current is decelerated, 
vector m esons should be radiated. Due to  Lorentz contraction, the vector m eson 
rad iation  is greatly enhanced relative to  th e  scalar m eson radiation. The energy of 
th e  rad iated  vector mesons is much greater th a n  their rest mass, which is therefore 
taken  as zero. This creates a strong analogy w ith  electrom agnetic bremsstrahlung.
The processes slowing the baryon curren t are n o t directly calculated b u t em ­
pirically m odeled. A sm ooth  Fermi param eterization is used to  go from initial to  final 
velocity. An a ttenuation  factor is included to  account for rescattering and absorp tion  
of th e  vector m esons after production. I t  is also found th a t  vector meson brem sstrah­
lung is an incoherent process.
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There are th ree  adjustable param eters in this model: th e  rapidity loss during 
th e  collision; the  tim e over which th e  slowing occurs; and th e  to ta l om ega-nudeon 
cross-section. Predictions of th e  energy distribution of th e  m esons are sharply peaked 
near th e  beam  axis. Variations in th e  th ree  param eters leaves th e  shape unchanged 
and only affect th e  to ta l magnitude of energy radiated. Estimates of the to tal energy 
radiated via th is mechanism suggest it will account for a few percent of the to tal energy 
lost during a collision.
Section 2.1 introduces the  framework for th e  (tr, tu) model and classical brems­
strahlung. Sections 2.2 to 2.4 discuss th e  m odel for th e  baryon current, th e  degree 
of incoherence in th e  radiation, and th e  attenuation of the  vector meson radiation. 
The energy spectrum  is investigated in section 2.5. Sections 2.6 and 2.7 discuss th e  
results and conclusions.
2.1 Formalism
The basic (or, cu) model is defined by th e  lagrangian density,
w here Vu is th e  vector field, <{> is the  scalar field, and tj> is the  baryon field. The masses 
of th e  nucleon, vector meson and scalar m eson are M.n , and nw  respectively. The 
field tensor is defined as
This lagrangian does not contain non-linear self-couplings of th e  scalar field. In th e  
nuclear ground state, th e  vector and scalar fields are of comparable strength [15].
Aa.o>) =  +  +
-  3vVK. (2.2)
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Under a Lorentz boost th e  scalar density is invariant; how ever, th e  vector density is 
enhanced by a factor of y , defined as
y  = (1-e2r l/2, (2.3)
w ith p the  velocity. For th e  dynamics of the  collisions investigated in th is paper, this 
factor varies betw een 10 and 100. The radiated energy is proportional to th e  source 
squared; therefore, th e  vector meson radiation is a t  least a  factor of 100 greater than 
th e  scalar meson radiation. Consequently, the scalar field can be neglected.
The energy-m om entum  tensor is,
=  -Cg** +  a |^ - r 0 vq =  jg ^ F ^ F a p  -  F ^9vV ff. (2.4)
o(Onq) 4
This form of th e  energy-m om entum  tensor works well for calculating th e  to tal energy 
and m om entum  of th e  system . However, it contains to ta l divergences th a t will give 
incorrect results for th e  energy flux. Therefore, the sym m etric energy-m om entum  
tensor m ust be used [71],
0nv =  lg^F *P F ap +  F ^ F ^ . (2.5)
The power rad iated1 is
^ ^ = R 2[S (t) .n ]ret (2.6)
where P(t') is th e  pow er radiated a t  tim e t '  and St(= 0 01) is th e  Poynting vector. The 
observer is located a distance R from the source of the rad ia tion  along th e  un it vector 
n .  The notation, Dret. m eans evaluate a t the retarded tim e, t '  =  t  — R(t').
The equation of m otion for th e  vector meson field is
3vF ^  +  m2 V^ =  gvB‘i . (2.7)
1The development of the radiated energy follows closely that in Jackson [38].
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Since th e  baryon current is conserved, this reduces to  =  gvB^. This is th e
inhom ogeneous Klein-Gordon equation for a massive particle which has th e  solution,
VR(x) = tA t f e-lv‘x . (2.8)(27t) J m* — fc2 — lrje '
In th e  above equation, x is th e  four-position (t,x ), lc is th e  four-m om entum  (e,k) 
and B^fk) is the Fourier transform  of th e  current. A convergence factor, iqe, is in tro ­
duced to  elim inate the  singularity a t  k2 =  m£,. The choice of — iqe gives th e  retarded 
solution. The solution above can be converted to an integral over d4x ' and gives 
V R(x) =  J  d4x ' gr(x -  x')B^(x') w here
g— x')
-cu -  itie
( 2 9 )
1 r . e-ttc-(x- '
w here t  =  t  — t '  and 71 =  (x — x '|.  Ji is the first-order Bessel function and 0 (y ) is the 
Heavyside step function defined as 0(y) =  (1 +  !y|/y)/2.
If th e  baryon current is replaced by the  electrom agnetic current, th e  coupling 
constant changed to  th e  fine structure constant, g$/4n -4 a , and th e  mass, , goes to 
zero, th is becomes electrom agnetic bremsstrahlung. N ote th a t  as mo, —> 0 th e  second 
te rm  in equation (2.9) vanishes. I t  will be argued in section 2.5 th a t neglecting the  
mass of th e  vector meson does n o t alter the results appreciably, so w e will take  mo, =  0 
for th e  rest of this work.
The above solution for V 11 and equation (2.5) gives a d istribution of energy as a 
function of outgoing energy, e, and angle of, (compare equation (14.70) of Ref. [38])
d t j  d3x n  x [n x B(x, t)] e,e(t-noc)dedQ  4712
Again, n  is th e  un it vector from  th e  point of radiation to  th e  observer.
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The radiation is strongly peaked in  th e  direction of th e  baryon cluster’s m otion. 
Thus, w e concentrate now  on ju s t one of th e  incident nuclei. Assuming th e  current is 
th a t  of a collection of po in t baryons traveling w ith  identical velocity,
(2.11)
w e may do th e  spatia l integration. The baryon’s position is given as xj (t) =  X(t) + rj (t) 
w here X(t) is th e  position  of th e  center-of-m ass and rj(t) is th e  baryon 's position rel­
ative to  the  center-of-m ass. The relative position of the baryon will vary w ith  time, 
for example, due to  changing Lorentz contraction and the empirically seen spreading 
of final rapidity; however, in th is sim ple model th is motion will be neglected relative 
to  th e  much m ore im portan t center-of-m ass motion. The baryons will be consid­
ered as "frozen" relative to  th e  baryon clusters as they pass th rough  each o ther and 
decelerate. The baryon’s position thus becomes,
Xj(t) as f 0 ( t ') d t ' +  r}(-oo) = X ( t ) + r j .  
J—oo
(2.12)
Separating ou t th e  dependence on j w e m ay write, 
d2E  e2 9v
de dQ  4rc2 H  d t n  x [n x 0(t)] el£(t- n'xM> e- ‘m r iJ—OO i
(2.13)
Taking th e  sum  outside th e  square gives a coherence factor
A A
^ 1 1  g-len-Crj-nJ  
J=1 Tc=1
(2.14)
One m ust now tak e  a statistical average over th e  positions of th e  baryons in the  in­
cident nucleus; th is  average is w eighted by th e  square of th e  ground sta te  wave- 
function. If th e  exponent is large, as argued in section 2.3, th e  off-diagonal elements 
average to zero and  th e  coherence factor is approximately A, th e  num ber of baryons.
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We now wish to  find th e  angular distribution of energy flux and  th e  to ta l energy 
radiated. Equation (2.13) is therefore integrated over all frequencies. Equation (2.13) 
may be rew ritten as
d2E
4tt2 0 —n - P ( t ))2dedQ
w here w e have assumed th e  velocity and acceleration are collinear to  w rite
(2.15)
_d_ fn  x [n x fi(t)]l _  n x  [n x  3 (t)] .
dtL l - u . f r ( t )  J ( l - a . p ( t ) ) 2*
Changing variables to t =  t —n  • X(t) and expanding the square w e may now  do th e  e 
integration. The integration should be over positive energies; however, th e  integrand 
is even in e so we take 1/2 th e  integral over all energies. The angular distribution of 
energy flux is
n x [ n x  3 (t)]dE
dn
roo  x  in x p t jj
=  | ^ A  d t - -— (2. 17)4tc (1 —n  - 3 (t))5
The angular integration can also be done and this gives
2 gv- ¥ * E d t y 6 l3 (t)|2. (2.18)
N ote th a t  the  last two results are ju s t th e  single-particle result (see equations (14.38) 
and (14.43) of Ref. [38]) tim es th e  coherence factor, V ta A.
2.2 Baryon Current Models
The only quantity required to  evaluate equation (2.10) is th e  baryon current, 
In th e  present, covariant approach, th e  baryon current is related to  th e  par­
ticles’ velocity, 3 , in the  lab fram e by
Pb }M  l4 X)(t) (2.19)
X=1,2
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w here 1 and 2 are th e  tw o nuclei, pe is th e  rest-fram e baryon density and Up. =  (y .Y0) 
is th e  four-velocity of th e  nucleus. The baryon current is conserved;
and transform s as a four-vector,
a^ B„ =o, (2 .20)
1.000
0.999
0.998
g 0.997
► 0.996
0.995
- 1 5  - 1 0  - 5
tim e
V B v (A x ) =  £  Pb ( V  Uv (Ax). (2.21)
x=i,2
The baryon density should be calcu­
lated using th e  ground-state nuclear w ave- 
functions as computed in th e  Dirac-Hartree 
approxim ation and sum m ed over th e  occu­
pied single-particle orbitals. This procedure 
is explained in detail in Ref. [72] and im ple­
m ented in  Ref. [17]; however, it  is argued 
in section 2.3 of this paper th a t the nucle­
ons rad iate incoherently and the energy flux 
is insensitive to  the  exact baryon d istribu-
10 15
Figure 2.1: Speed and acceleration as a tion. Therefore, one can approximate th e  
function of time.
true  baryon density by a constant density 
inside th e  nuclear radius, PbOO =  Po©(Rn — r).
The m otion of th e  baryons will be m odeled as having a sm ooth transition from 
th e ir initial speed to  th e ir  final speed. A Ferm i-type param eterization of the speed is 
used [27]:
P(t) =  Pf + (2 .22)1 +  et/T'
w here t  is th e  stopping param eter. Call the  u n it vector along th e  beam  axis z. There­
fore, th e  first nucleus is traveling w ith velocity 3 z  and th e  second w ith — fJz. The
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initial speed is determ ined by th e  beam  energy and th e  final speed can be determ ined 
experimentally. In  th is  model, th e  stopping param eter is varied betw een 5 and 50 
fm /c.
The beam energy per nucleon is EbeamM- The initial rapidity is related to  the 
beam  energy by M.n coshyt =  Ebeam/A, and. th e  initial speed by 3*. =  tanhy*. The 
energy lost during th e  collision is characterized by the  rapidity loss, fry =  y t — yf. 
M ishustin et. al [27] claim a rapidity  loss of 6y =  2A±02  for central Au+Au collisions 
a t  RHIC energies of Ebtam/A =  100 GeV. The same value is used for th is  study of 
Pb+Pb a t  the  sam e energy. The stopping param eter is allowed to  vary betw een 5 and 
20 fm .2
2.3 Incoherence
The initial speed of th e  nucleons for Ebeam/A =  100 GeV is 3t «  0.99996. The 
velocity of the nucleons relative to  th e  center-of-mass is small com pared to  th e  veloc­
ity of th e  center-of-mass. This m eans th a t  the  collision tim e betw een nuclei will be 
much shorter than  th e  interaction tim e betw een nucleons in th e  sam e nucleus. The 
nuclei can then be trea ted  as static  collections of nucleons w ith uniform  longitudinal 
m otion. This is sim ilar to the  frozen approximation used in the  parton  m odel.
The baryon current will be represented as a collection of p o in t particles:
A A
B(x, t) =  3 m (t) j ;  6[x - X!(t) - Tj] +  3 (2)O0 £  5[x - X2(t) - r,] (2.23)
j=i i=i
w here th e  first (second) term  represents th e  first (second) nucleus, X t(t) is th e  position
of th e  center of mass of the Ith nucleus and rj is the  position of th e  1th baryon relative
2 Investigations up to 50 fm still maintain the characteristic shape of the angular energy flux 
distribution.
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to  th e  center of mass a t  t  =  —oo. Since th e  lab frame coincides w ith th e  equal-velocity 
fram e, Xi =  —Xz =  X. The position is th e  integral of th e  velocity w ith  th e  boundary 
condition th a t the  velocity asym ptote to  th e  free particle solution a t  t  =  ± 00 . The 
exact form  used is
X(t) =  J* P ( t ')d t ' z  =  P tt z  +  O f -  fkH lnO  +  e ^ T) 2 . (2.24)
Using th is form of th e  current in  equation (2.10) gives
d n k  =  ^ ' V \ 6x\ d t ' sirl^ W l  sin-iPCt')] e1^ - ^  (2.25)
xsin[e<i)(t)] s in te ^ t ') ]
w here sinaMt) =  n x ( n x z ) a t  tim e t ,  <j>(t) =  n  ■ X(t) and V is the  coherence factor 
defined in  equation (2.14).
If in th e  coherence factor, |e n  • (1*5 — t*)! <  1 then  th e  phases are all near zero. 
If, on th e  other hand, [en • (rj — rv)l >  1 then  th e  phases are large and nearly  random. 
In th e  end, when a statistical average over all possible configurations is tak en  using 
th e  ground-state wave-functions, th e  first case leads t o P « A 2 corresponding to the 
nucleons radiating coherently as one large baryon of “baryonic charge" A. For the 
la tte r case the  coherence factor becomes P « A  corresponding to each nucleon radi­
ating independent of its neighbors. Since neither of these  conditions hold absolutely, 
th e  coherence factor will be some pow er of th e  atomic weight, A* w here 1 < a  < 2. 
To neglect th e  vector m eson mass, its  outgoing energy m ust be on the  o rder of sev­
eral GeV. The inter-particle distance is on th e  order of 1 fm. The la tte r condition 
h o ld s ,|en  • (rj — rOI >  1, and the  nucleons should radiate incoherently, ct =  1 .
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2.4 Attenuation
Throughout th is work th e  vector meson field has been treated  analogously to 
the  electrom agnetic field w ith just a change in coupling strength. However, there is 
one aspect w here th ere  is a significant difference. The vector mesons interact strongly 
with th e  baryons; therefore, there will be an attenuation of vector mesons as they 
pass through either th e  nucleus from which they are radiated or th e  other nucleus. 
The attenuated  energy flux can appear as radiation through another channel or could 
be used to heat th e  nuclear material. Since m ost of the  radiation will occur early 
during th e  collision [equation (2.17) is dom inated by th e  denom inator which increases 
during th e  collision] and is directed in th e  forward direction, this attenuation is non- 
negligible. This reduction is accounted for by including a multiplicative factor, Az[t), 
in the  radiated power,
=  R2W2( t)S ( t)-n)nt. (2.26)
Forms of equations (2.17) and (2.18) involving th e  attenuation factor follow the de­
velopm ent in section 2 .1 .
This a ttenuation  factor3 is taken as,
; d 3x p B(x)e-‘« '»e-xlSi".PS
-------------- Jd 3 x p B~M  ' t2’27)
where I and x  are th e  distances traveled through the  radiating nucleus and the second 
nucleus respectively, tr is the  vector m eson-nudeon to tal cross-section, and pB is the  
baryon density. Equation (2.27) can be evaluated in th e  rest fram e of the radiating 
nudeus making I tim e-independent. To m aintain the  covariance of th e  model the
attenuation  factor is evaluated along th e  axis of m otion and taken to  be independent
3 It is assumed here that the vector meson will Interact with the baryons immediately after it is 
created. If the nucleus demonstrates color transparency, then this attenuation factor will be reduced.
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of outgoing angle. Since m ost of the  radiation is in  th e  far forw ard direction, th is  
resuits in  only a sm all overestim ation of th e  attenuation .
To evaluate equation (2.27), consider th e  radiation coming from th e  nucleus 
traveling in th e  positive z  direction (the argum ent is identical for th e  o ther nucleus). 
M ove th e  origin for th e  integration to the  center of mass in nucleus’ rest fram e. The 
distance traveled inside th is nucleus depends only on w here th e  radiation originates 
(rem em ber, th e  a ttenuation  is assumed independent of outgoing angle). Using cylin­
drical coordinates (p, <$>,z) to  take advantage of th e  azim uthal symmetry, we find
1 =  - z + v / r 2, - p 2, (2.28)
w here Rn is th e  nuclear radius. Since the radiation m ust come from  inside th e  nucleus 
th e  following condition always holds: z2 +  p2 <  R^,. The form of th e  equation for 
th e  distance through th e  target nucleus is m ore involved since th e  nucleus is moving. 
Defining th e  distance between th e  two centers of mass as d  =  —2Y7(t)X(t), the  distance 
traveled through th e  moving nucleus is
x (t)  =  < - ( z -  d] +  J ^ / R & - P 2 
0
d — R n /y ' >  z
d — Rfi/y, < z < d  + R u/y' (2.29)
otherw ise
w here y '  is th e  Lorentz factor for the target moving in th e  rest fram e of th e  radiating 
nucleus. I t  is related to  th e  Lorentz factor in th e  lab fram e [equation (2.3)] by
Y'(t) = Y2™  +  fJ2) =  { 3 ^ .  (2.30)
2.5 Energy Spectrum
Throughout th is  paper th e  vector m eson mass has been assum ed small com­
pared to  th e  partic le’s outgoing energy, and hence neglected. I t  is th e  purpose of
48
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Figure 2.2: The dimensionless energy spectrum, r 2(e), as defined in equation 2.31 as a func­
tion of outgoing vector meson energy.
th is  section to justify th is assum ption. Equation (2.25) gives the  energy distribution 
of th e  radiated mesons. If th e  observer is far away, th e  angle to th e  observer, iMt), 
will change little  over th e  tim e of in terest. The sind> factor may be taken  outside the 
tim e integral as a constant. We define the  m eson energy spectrum  by keeping only 
th e  energy and tim e dependent factors in equation (2.25),
N ote th a t  I 2(e) is dimensionless. Again assuming the  angle to th e  observer changes 
little  and th e  velocity remains near one, th e  integral can be evaluated analytically 
giving:
d t  (J(t)el£t sin[en • X(t)] (2.31)
£ 2U) =  (£*r)2 B[i£T(l -P tC o stH .ie T O fC o sd j-l)]
2
+  B[ieT(l +  3t cosii>), - ie x O f  cosiJ> +1)] , (2.32)
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w here B[x,y] is th e  beta function which is related to  th e  gamma or factorial function 
by
p Fxij1_  r(x )r(y )B [ x , y ] = — — ,  (2.33)
As seen in  figure 2.2, the  peak occurs a t  e =  0, and decreases slowly for increas­
ing e. This slow decrease means th a t m ost of th e  radiation is above th e  vector m eson 
m ass and th a t th e  massless assum ption is acceptable. Cutting th e  spectrum off a t  th e  
m eson m ass e =  =  .783 GeV, reduces th e  integrated spectrum  by less than 1%.
2.6 Results
Throughout th is work, only central collisions of identical nuclei a t a bombarding 
energy achievable a t  RHIC of E ^ m /A  =  100 GeV [73] have been considered. A sh o rt 
discussion is still needed concerning the  value of the coupling constant, gv. There is 
no solid evidence to  direct a choice of the  coupling constant for th e  type of reaction 
th a t  th is w ork describes. A value th a t reproduces static nuclear properties has been 
chosen [15]; g^/4n =  10.8. Using a value of gl/4n  between eight and nine, Gross, Van 
Orden and Holinde [39] w ere able to reproduce free nudeo n -n u d eo n  phase shifts to 
several hundred MeV. Since the  (cr, cu) model is n o ta n  asymptotically-free theory, th e  
coupling constant m ay even increase a t higher energy and m om entum  transfer; th is 
w ould lead to even m ore radiation than  is show n below. In th e  w ork  of M ishustin et 
al. [27], they use a  coupling constant of gl/4n =  15.1, stronger th an  w hat is used here. 
As long as th e  coupling constant is of a t  least order 1, th is m odel predicts appredable 
am ounts of energy radiated through this channel. This is a crude model th a t has 
incorporated several simplifying assumptions. I t  would be inconsistent to th ink of 
th e  predicted num bers here as more than a rough guide to  th e  order of magnitude of
50
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Figure 2.3: Angular distribution of energy fiux as a function of lab angle for outgoing vector 
mesons. The rapidity loss is fixed a t 5y =  2.4 and the vector meson-nucleon total cross-section 
is fixed at c =  30 mb. It is shown for x =  5.0 fm (solid line), x =  10 fm (dashed line) and x =  20 
fm (dotted line). The A and g j/47t factors have been factored out.
w hat may actually be seen. To remove any ambiguity in th e  coupling constant, the 
angular distributions are shown w ith the  coupling constant divided out.
Figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 show the angular distribution of radiated energy in 
the  form of vector mesons. Following the analysis of section 2.3, the  energy flux is 
calculated as th e  incoherent sum of 2A nucleons radiating as point particles,
dE = J v  A r r i fM 2(t)£2(t)sin2 9 A2(t)fr2(t)sin2 8 \  
dQ  47t ' vJ0O V ( l - 3 ( t ) c o s 9 )5 (l +  &(t)cose)5 ;  ’
The factor (g^/47t)A is factored out in the figures to remove any am biguity .4
In each of th e  figures, two of th e  parameters are held constant while th e  third
4The dimensions of the remaining expression may be converted by 1 fin-1 = 0.197 GeV.
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is varied over reasonable values. The peak of energy flux occurs around 2.5° off th e  
beam -axis. I t  is seen th a t variations in th e  stopping tim e, t , and th e  cross-section, 
cr, only affect th e  magnitude and n o t th e  characteristic angular d istribution  shape. 
Changes in th e  rapidity loss, 5y, affect both  th e  m agnitude and shape of th e  d istri­
bu tion  w ith  larger rapidity losses in  th is  range causing less radiation and causing th e  
peak  to  be moved further off axis and  broadened. I t is interesting to no te  th a t  th e  
sm allest rapidity loss used in  th is  study, Sy = 2.2, results in the  m ost energy being 
radiated. This can be explained by considering th e  circumstances under w hich m ost of 
th e  energy is radiated. At relativistic speeds, th e  energy radiated is dom inated by th e  
factor of (1 —it ■ 0 )~5 in equation (2.17). A smaller rapidity loss results in th e  nucleus 
spending m ore tim e traveling faster, resulting in more radiation. Of course th is  only 
holds over a small region. At som e po in t th e  smallness of th e  acceleration overcomes 
th e  smallness of th e  denom inator and a t  zero rapidity lost, there is no radiation.
For th e  interm ediate values of th e  param eters (t  =  10 fm, cr =  30 mb and 
5y =  2.4) and A =  208 (lead nucleus) th e  to tal energy radiated, Erad, is 353 GeV. The 
to ta l energy available to be rad iated  in  this collision is 3.78 x 104 GeV. Reducing the  
stopping param eter to  t  =  5 fm gives Erad =  730 GeV. A rapidity loss of 5y =  2.2 and a 
stopping param eter of x = 10 fm  gives Erad = 5 1 6  GeV o u t of a to ta l available energy 
of 3.70 x  104 GeV. On the order of 1% of the total energy loss is through th is channel.
2.7 Conclusions
In th is chapter, a model for treating  th e  brem sstrahlung radiation  of neutral 
vector m esons coupled to a baryon current during central relativistic heavy-ion colli­
sions has been developed. This m odel treats th e  nuclei as clusters of baryons frozen
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Figure 2.4: Same as figure 2.3 except stopping parameter is fixed at t  =  10 fm and the cross- 
section takes the values tr =  20 mb (solid line), cr =  30 mb (dashed line) and cr =  40 mb (dotted 
line).
in relative position over th e  tim e of th e  collision. The du sters’ velod ties are m odeled 
as changing sm oothly w ith tim e. Lorentz contraction greatly increases th e  baryon 
density relative to  the  scalar density; hence, th e  scalar meson radiation becomes neg­
ligible a t  high energies. M ost of th e  energy is radiated as highly energetic vector 
mesons, allowing for their m ass to  be neglected. The vector m esons interact strongly 
w ith  the  baryons and therefore, an  a ttenuation  factor is induded. To m aintain th e  
covariance of th e  model, th is  attenuation  factor is assumed independent of angle.
The modeling of th e  flow of the  baryon current is th e  only freedom  in th e  
m odel. By using a sm ooth connection betw een the  initial rapidity of th e  nudei w ith  
th e  experimentally m easurable final rapidity, th e  baryon current depends on ju s t tw o
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Figure 2.5: Same as figure 2.3 except stopping parameter is fixed a t r  =  10 fm and the rapidity 
loss takes the values 6y =  2.2 (solid line), 6y =  2.4 (dashed line) and 5y =  2.6 (dotted line).
param eters, th e  rapidity loss (obtained from the  initial and final rapidities) and a 
stopping param eter which is allowed to vary freely. Although th is  model is used well 
outside its tested  domain, in  the  end only th e  vector field coupling to th e  conserved 
baryon current is seen. The model predicts a characteristic shape for the  angular 
distribution of radiation th a t  is robust against param eter variations. I t  appears this 
mechanism may contribute to  meson production in the  next generation of relativis­
tic  heavy-ion collisions like those a t RHIC. This possibility w ould seem to be w orth 
exploring experimentally .5
5If this process were to be observed, it could provide a diagnostic for the baryon flow during such 
collisions. For example, only straight line motion of the baryons has been considered. The radiation is 
focused sharply around the instantaneous motion of the baryon current so deviations from the angular 
distribution shown here could be used to track the intermediate flow of baryons during the collision. 
See also Ref. [31].
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Chapter 3
Lattice Gauge Theory
Lattice gauge theory currently offers th e  best o p p o rtu n ity  to  w ork w ith  full 
QCD a t nuclear physics energies. Constantly increasing com puter power has driven 
this field forward, achieving ever more involved and accurate predictions. However, 
one m ust never forget the  power and insight th a t  analytic resu lts  offer. To th is end, 
this chapter explores several improvements to  th e  current analy tic  m ethods. As a te s t  
bed, a pure U(l) gauge theory is used. Nonetheless, these  resu lts  should be easily 
extendible to  m ore complicated, and physically relevant, groups.
In lattice gauge theory, the  problem is expressed in  te rm s  of path  integrals. 
Path integrals sum  over all possible configurations with a w eighting  th a t picks ou t th e  
physically relevant states. In addition, path integrals are fo rm ally  similar to  th e  par­
tition  function in statistical mechanics. Therefore, tools developed to  solve statistical 
mechanics problem s can be applied to lattice gauge theory.
The observable th a t w e will be investigating is th e  average internal energy per 
plaquette. When plotted  versus th e  inverse coupling constant, th re e  distinct regions 
appear. At large coupling th e  "plaquette spins" are random ly o rien ted  and th e  in ter­
nal energy is large. As the  coupling value is decreased, th e re  is a  quick change in th e
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internal energy; th is  is th e  region of phase transition. This can either be a  sm ooth 
change as in th e  four  dimensional m odel or can be  a sudden change w ith co-existing 
ordered and disordered phases as in five dim ensions. At small coupling th e  p laquette  
spins are  aligned and th e  internal energy approaches zero.
When th e  bare coupling constant is large, there  is a small param eter which al­
lows a power series expansion of th e  weighting factor. This is th e  strong coupling 
expansion. This expansion allows for th e  path  integrals to  be evaluated exactly to  a 
given order in th e  coupling. This series shows signs of underlying structure so Pade 
approximants are  used to  extract th is structure. The agreem ent betw een the  Pade se­
ries and the  exact num eric evaluation of the path  integrals is rem arkable and rem ains 
through the  transition  region.
When th e  coupling is small and th e  plaquettes spins are all sim ilar, fluctuations 
are small and mean-field theory can be used. Variational approaches and gauge fix­
ing (both discussed later in  this chapter) im prove the agreem ent between MFT and 
th e  numeric results. Like th e  Pade approximants, this agreem ent lasts well into th e  
transition  region.
The continuing comparison of LGT and statistical mechanics and therm odynam ­
ics is once again fruitful w hen noticing th e  sim ilarity between th e  U (l) phase diagram 
and th a t  of a Van der Waals’ gas. This allows for th e  definition of a  Maxwell construct 
to  connect th e  strong  and w eak coupling regions together a t  th e  phase transition . The 
transition  region is m odeled as obeying a cubic equation of s ta te . The relative free 
energy of th e  different states is easily calculated and a change in th e  state w ith  low est 
free energy signals th e  transition point. Predictions of th e  transition  po in t and th e  
en tire phase diagram  are in rem arkable agreem ent w ith num eric calculations.
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3.1 Analytic Approximations
Lattice gauge th eo ry  is defined in  te rm s of a partition function, from w hich all 
physical observables can be calculated. The partition  function is
Z(&) =  Jd [Z /] e“ p5lw =  e” p:r (3.1)
w here U is th e  se t of all link variables lit, S[U\ is th e  gauge invariant Wilson action and 
D[W] =  I I I  dUi is th e  gauge invariant, normalized group m easure. The link variable 
Ui is th e  phase picked up by a  charged particle moving along th e  link, exp(ie0ARa), 
w ith  A  th e  vector potential, p. th e  direction of th e  link, eD the  bare electric coupling 
and a th e  in ter-site spacing. The exponent can be w ritten as a phase giving for th e  
link variable and m easure,
Ui =  e1*1 ; dUi =  ^ .  (3.2)
The in tegration is over <fn e  [0,27t]. The param eter fJ is related to th e  bare coupling 
constant and th e  in ter-s ite  spacing by
P =  C3 -3)O^
In o rder to  use th e  too ls and insights of thermodynamics and statistical mechanics 
we associate Z  w ith th e  canonical partition  function, 0 w ith an effective inverse tem ­
perature, and S  w ith  th e  effective ham iltonian or energy. The free energy, T ,  is also 
defined in equation (3.1). The action is constructed to be gauge invariant and have 
th e  correct classical lim it as a  approaches zero1
5 [ ^ = X . n - R e U o ) ,  (3.4)
□
1This is the convention of Refs. [IS, 70]. The constant can be removed from this action, which is
often done, at the cost of changing some signs in the definition of the partition function. The plaquette 
energy is then reflected about the line Ea =  05.
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w here
U a = U ij U jkU u U ii (3.5)
is th e  plaquette variable traversed once and th e  sum is over all p laquettes on the 
lattice. For this form  of th e  action, the  plaquette energy, defined as th e  average 
action per plaquette, has th e  limits Eq(3 -* 0 ) =  1 and Eq(3 -4  oo) =  0 .
Counting is im portant on th e  lattice since many of the  interesting quantities 
scale w ith different properties of th e  lattice. The lattice used in th is w ork  is an 
isotropic, d-dim ensional hypercube w ith  n. sites per side. This gives N s =  n.d sites, d 
links per site  and d(d — 1 )/2  plaquettes per site. The lattice spacing is th e  sam e in all 
directions corresponding to a zero physical tem perature system.
Expectation values of observables are defined in the  norm al statistical mechan­
ical way as
( O )  = l j D [ ^ 0 0 , W ) e " P 5lw]. (3.6)
The p laquette  energy can be calculated from th e  above equation or by using th e  ther­
modynamic relation,
— d ( d — 1 )NS 33 ' ( '
Both analytic m ethods described below calculate the  free energy and th en  use the 
above relationship to get the  plaquette energy.
For a more detailed discussion of these methods see Refs. [67 ,15 , 74].
3.1.1 Strong Coupling Expansion
The discussion of analytic m ethods will begin w ith  th e  strong coupling expan­
sion (SCE) [46, 54]. When e£ is large, 3 is small and th e  exponential w eight can be
expanded as a power series in 3- The only non-zero term s result from closed geo-
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m etric shapes on  th e  lattice consisting of one plaquette for every pow er of The 
integrations can be done analytically term  by term  in  th e  pow er series. Each term  
receives a contribution from th e  group integration over powers of th e  action and a 
geom etric factor arising from enum erating th e  possible ways to organize th e  plaque­
ttes  into closed shapes .2 This counting becomes difficult as th e  num ber of plaquettes 
in a shape increases. In spite of th is difficulty, th e  strong coupling series for the 
free energy is known to order 0((316) for m ost groups and arbitrary  dim ension and to 
O O 22) for U (l) in d =  4 [67].
The complicated behavior of th e  coefficients in th e  SCE suggests a singularity 
lurking in  th e  SCE series [55, 67]. This corresponds to th e  phase transition  seen 
numerically for d > 4. To handle th e  singularity, Pade approxim ants are employed. 
The Pade approxim ant, P[n,m], is a ratio of an n *  order polynom ial in (5 over an  m * 
order polynom ial fit to th e  first n  +  m  term s in  th e  SCE. Singularities in th e  strong 
coupling expansion appear as zeroes in th e  denom inator of P[n,m ]. As th e  order of 
th e  series, and  hence n  and m  get larger, th e  singularities in th e  Pade approximants 
should converge tow ard th e  actual singularity of th e  exact SCE series.
For com parison to th e  M onte Carlo calculations, w e find th e  SCE for th e  pla­
quette  energy using equation (3.7). The Pade analysis is th en  perform ed on th is  se­
ries. Only near-diagonal approximants, m  =  tl±  1 , are considered. The reproduction 
of the  num eric data is very good regardless of th e  Pade approxim ant used. The first 
two term s of th e  SCE are all th a t are needed to  fit th e  region away from th e  tran ­
sition point. The location of th e  closest singularity on th e  real axis determ ines the 
behavior near th e  transition point. In four dimensions th is singularity is close to  1.15, 
regardless of th e  Pade series used.
* Appendix A gives a detailed derivation of the strong coupling expansion.
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Figure 3.1: Phase diagram for four dimensional U(l) LGT. Diamonds (O) are Monte Carlo 
data for a 84 lattice, solid line is mean-held theory in axial gauge and the dash-dot line is the 
[7,8] Pade approximant for the strong coupling expansion.
As can be seen in figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, th e  Pade approximants to th e  strong 
coupling expansion reproduce the  exact M onte Carlo results to ju s t below th e  transi­
tion  po in t in  four  dim ensions and all the way through th e  m etastable, super-cooled 
region in higher dim ensions.
3.1.2 Mean-held Theory
The strong  coupling expansion works well if 3 <  3£*d€- But w hat to  do for 
small coupling? W hen 3 is large th e  only significant contribution to  th e  partition  
function comes w hen th e  action is near zero. This occurs for Ua close to  unity  for 
all p laquettes, i.e ., all of th e  "plaquette angles" are aligned. Variational m ean-field 
theory couples each link to  an “external” field originating from  th e  average interaction 
th e  link feels due to  its coupling to  neighbors. This is a  good approxim ation if the  
plaquette variables are all close to  th e  same value; therefore , MFT is valid as 3 —> oo.
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Figure 3.2: Phase diagram for five dimensional U(l) LGT. Monte Carlo data are for a 5s 
lattice. Diamonds (O) are for decreasing 3, stars (*) are increasing 3. Solid line is axial MFT 
and dash-dot line is the [7,8] Pad6 approximant for the SCE.
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Figure 3.3: Phase diagram for six dimensional U(l) LGT. Monte Carlo data done for a 56 
lattice. Diamonds (O) are for decreasing 3, stars (*) are increasing 3- Solid line is axial MFT 
and dash-dot line is die [7,8] Pad6 approximant for the SCE.
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The use of an average interaction becomes m ore accurate as th e  num ber of 
neighbors increases. Staying w ith a hypercubical lattice, th a t means going to  higher 
dimensions.
Variational mean-field theory in this form is discussed in Refs. [53 ,15]. M ean- 
held theory  for lattice gauge theory is first discussed in  Wilson’s original paper [46].
The im plem entation of MFT takes a trial action which includes th e  mean-held 
interaction and calculates th e  free energy. The free energy is th en  minimized with 
respect to  th e  mean held to  give th e  stable state. M ean-held theory deals directly w ith 
individual links which are n o t gauge invariant quantities; nonetheless, i t  is im portant 
to  note th a t th e  physical observable, the plaquette energy, is still gauge invariant. 
Gauge choices will be discussed below, but for now th e  gauge will no t be explicitly 
hxed o ther than  noting th a t MFT treats all links as identical.
The trial action chosen is [67, 15]
p«?=^«S +  H ^ R e  Ui, (3.8)
i
w here S  is the  Wilson action in a particular gauge, R is th e  average interaction held,
Ut are th e  link variables and th e  sum runs over all links. We also dehne a MFT weight,
=  expfH U t ReUt) . .
P m ft — j d [ z / ]  exp(K Re l i t )   ^ J
w ith which to  take expectation values. The MFT partition function is th e  expectation
value of exponential w eight w ith the  trial action,
^MFT =  J D[ZZ] Pmft e_p^  =  (3.10)
Here w e have introduced c(R) as th e  denominator of pmft- The integrations are
moved into th e  exponent a t  th e  cost of an inequality (see Ref. [15] for proof),
^ mft >  ®cp pmft ( — 3«£)j- (3-11)
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The resulting integrals can he factored and done analytically. Defining u(R) =  (Ui)mft 
as th e  MFT expectation value for a link ,3 the  free energy is,
—  <  d [ d 2_ 1 - ^  [l -  u 4 ( R ) ]  +  dRu(R) -  d In c(R) (3.12)
w here th e  first two te rm s are  ju s t th e  trial action w ith Ui replaced w ith u(R) and the  
last te rm  comes from  th e  denom inator of Zmfr- Minimizing w ith  respect to  R  gives 
the  following self-consistent equations
R  =  2 ( d — 1 )f3u3(R) ; u(R) =  - ^ !  (3.13)
w here Io.i are the zeroth and first order modified Bessel functions.
The plaquette energy is Eq =  1 — u 4(R). Solving th e  above equations for u(R) 
predicts a critical value for 3 above which u(R) is non-zero and below which it van­
ishes identically. M ean-field theory predicts a first-order transition  in all dim ensions. 
This MFT gives too large of a value for the plaquette energy. Explicit gauge fixing, 
as discussed below, im proves agreem ent between MFT and th e  M onte Carlo calcula­
tions. Why this is so and how  to  get th e  best agreem ent leads us to a discussion of 
gauge freedom  and gauge fixing in th e  context of MFT.
3.1.3 Gauge Fixing
Before discussing gauge fixing, gauge transform ations m ust be discussed. A 
gauge transform ation is defined by assigning a phase, eIgJ, to  each site  and th e n  trans­
forming th e  links via U jt —* eiflJ Ujv e~i8k. These gauge factors cancel in pairs along any
closed curve. Hence, th e  p laquette variable, th e  action, and th e  energy per p laquette
3 By Elitzur's theorem, this local, gauge-dependent quantity should vanish. However, since we are 
working in a particular gauge this need not hold. Integrating u(H) over all gauges restores Elitzur’s 
theorem [75, 68]. Choosing a particular gauge with which to work 1s not unusual in physics. In the 
solution of a charged particle in a uniform magnetic field, a gauge choice is made so that the vector 
potential points along a given axis. This simplifies the solution without changing the physics.
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are  all gauge invariant quantities; they  are unchanged under this change of variables. 
The individual link variables, over which th e  integration is performed, are n o t  gauge 
invariant.
Gauge freedom  allows som e of th e  link variables to  be fixed, leaving only in­
tegrals over the  remaining links. Since th e  gauge group is compact, gauge transfor­
m ations do no t lead to  divergences as in continuum  QED and it is no t necessary to 
fix th e  gauge. However, gauge fixing can be useful in som e instances. The following 
argum ent is similar to  Refs. [70, 76].
Let Uf be a link whose value is to be se t to  Uo. This is achieved w ith  a gauge 
transform ation. Consider a gauge invariant function
9
w here
=  J d U f G(Uf) (3.14)
G(Uf) =  [ I I  dUi e - ^ M .  (3.15)
N ote th a t  G(Uf) is only a function of th e  link to  be fixed. Applying the  gauge trans­
form ation takes Uf —» Uo. Since g[U\ and S[U\ are  defined to be invariant, G(Uf) =  
G(Uo) =  constant. The gauge invariant function is now
g =  G(Uo) [ dUf =  f n  dUv gtZ/'] e ' ^ ^  (3.16)
J J l?£f
w ith  U' th e  gauge transform ed links. The integration over Uf disappears since w e are 
using a normalized m easure. This can be repeated until all of the rem aining unfixed 
links w ould close a loop on th e  lattice. These loops are gauge invariant and  cannot 
be fixed. In th e  axial gauge used below, N ( links are fixed.
W hat good is gauge fixing? In th e  M onte Carlo simulations, gauge fixing reduces 
th e  num ber of links to  be tested per lattice sweep. However, this is n o t necessarily
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an im provem ent since th e  new  configuration will n o t be as far away from th e  old 
configuration as if all of th e  links w ere tested. In Ref. [77] th e  authors argue th a t 
static  gauge fixing slows down convergence for M onte Carlo calculations. In th e  strong 
coupling expansion, th e  isotropy of th e  lattice is useful so no fixing is used.
M ean-field theory  is a  different story. The above variational m ethod can be 
im plem ented in a slightly different manner which evaluates th e  integrals using the  
m ethod of s teepest descent [58, 68] . In this case the  pure gauge degrees of freedom  
correspond to  zero-m odes in  th e  integrand leading to  divergences when the  limits in 
th e  steepest decent integrals are taken to infinity. Gauge fixing is th e n  required for th e  
partition  function and the  free energy. In the above description, gauge fixing does not 
appear to  be required. So th e  question becomes, if gauge fixing is n o t necessary, is it 
useful? Since th e  desired s ta te  is th a t which has the low est free energy, th e  question 
becomes, does fixing th e  gauge lower the  free energy? Working in  the  axial gauge, it 
will be shown th a t gauge fixing does indeed lower the free energy bound.
The axial gauge is th e  sim plest gauge choice to im plem ent in  MFT. I t fixes all 
links in a particular direction to unity leaving the rest dynamic. The trial action of 
equation (3.8) becomes
S  3 (1 -  Re lie ) +  3 Y .  n  -  Re +  R 21 Re Ui (3.17)
a(sp) o(t) lesp
w here th e  first term  is the  norm al Wilson action for the  spatial p laquettes; th e  second, 
th e  Wilson action for th e  tem poral plaquettes with th e  tim e links set to  unity; and 
th e  final term , th e  external field coupling with just the  spatial links. The MFT weight 
is transform ed to
exp(H X lesp Re UQ 
-  j D[ul exp(H X l6sp Re 110 ■ (3'18)
Following th e  m ethod in section 3.1.2, the  self-consistent conditions in the  axial gauge
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become
R =  2(d —2)(3u3(R) +  2£u(R ) ; u(R ) =  (3.19)
and the  p laquette energy
Eq =  1 -  i z l u4(R) -  - |u 2 (R). (3.20)
CL CL
We can understand this result in the following way. Since any configuration on 
the unfixed lattice can be transform ed into a configuration in the  axial gauge, some 
of the link variables are not independent, dynamical degrees of freedom . In fact, all 
of the fixed links correspond to  extraneous degrees of freedom. Therefore, the man­
ifestly gauge invariant Wilson action includes Ns non-dynamical degrees of freedom. 
By removing the  extraneous degrees of freedom, the tria l action of equation (3.17) 
is closer to  th e  tru e  answer and hence gives a better variational bound on the free 
energy.
Other choices of gauge fixing exist [58, 78, 79]. The Feynman gauge [58] is 
appealing for its covariant nature, but gives a higher bound for the  free energy. The 
other two m ethods, Landau [78] and Laplacian [79] gauges, are dynamical gauge 
fixings and n o t easily implemented in MFT.
3.2 Numeric Results
In order to  te s t th e  analytic methods, exact, numeric data are  needed. M onte 
Carlo calculations of th e  plaquette energy were performed in d < 6 dim ensions. The 
code is an extension of the w ork of J . Dubach [80].
In order to  evaluate the  partition function numerically, a large, m ulti-dim en­
sional integration m ust be performed. There is one integral per link. Numerically, 
the only reasonable approach is to evaluate the  integrals using statistical m ethods.
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Figure 3.4: Data stream  for ($ =  0.97 on an 84 lattice.
On a 54 lattice there are 2500 links. If only two points w ere used in calculating each 
integral, th a t would be 22500 «  10753 function evaluations. The universe would likely 
collapse before this was close to  being done. Using M onte Carlo techniques, as few 
as several hundred function evaluations are needed.
The idea of M onte Carlo integration is to sample th e  integrand a t  random 
points in th e  region of integration. For a large number of sam ples,
f  - — y  ~  J v d x f w
n S t J v d* '
If th e  integration volum e is known, then  th is approximates th e  integral of interest, 
J v  dx f(x). The error in f is purely statistical.
The M etropolis algorithm  is a m ethod to  reduce th e  statistical errors in th e  
sam pling by concentrating th e  effort on those points w here th e  largest contributions 
are. M athematically, th is  is ju s t a change of variables. The reader is referred to the
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appropriate  chapters in Refs. [70, 15] for a  thorough discussion of th e  M etropolis 
algorithm  and proof th a t it works. For th e  present, th e  M etropolis algorithm  will 
consist of th e  following procedure:
•  Assign som e initial values to  th e  link phases; th is can be done by se tting  th em  
all to  zero or randomly assigning values
•  Choose a new “trial" value for one of th e  phases
•  Accept th e  new value if it 's  Boltzmann w eight is greater than th e  original's; if th e  
new  Boltzmann weight is sm aller th an  th e  previous, accept i t  w ith  probability  
equal to  th e  ratio betw een th e  Boltzmann weights
• Repeat
For th is w ork, a single link was changed by a random am ount whose bounds w ere  an 
adjustable param eter (the weight param eter in the input files for th e  code).
A sweep is defined as th e  testing of every link on th e  lattice once. A sw eep is 
th e  typical “un it of simulation" discussed below. Between a few hundred and several 
thousand sweeps were made to  reach equilibrium  in the  string of configurations. After 
th is, additional sweeps w ere m ade and values of the  plaquette energy collected.
H undreds to thousands of values for the  p laquette energy are averaged for 
th e  expectation value. A rebinning procedure is used to  eliminate correlations in  th e  
p laquette  energy values. A standard deviation is calculated from th e  initial s tream  
of data. Then a new stream  of data is created by binning consecutive data points 
together. The standard deviation of this new stream  is calculated. The original data 
is th en  collected into bins of th ree  points and the  standard deviation calculated. If 
consecutive data points are correlated, then  th e  standard deviation will be too low. By 
rebinning th e  data, correlations are averaged out. As th e  bins get larger, th e  erro r will
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Figure 3.5: Standard deviation for rebinned data. Data taken from £ =  0.97 for a 84 
lattice. Error estim ated a t o-e =  0.0013.
increase until th e  uncorrelated value is reached. Additional binning will no t increase 
th e  error estim ates. Figure 3.4 shows a data stream  and figure 3.5 shows th e  standard 
deviation estim ate as a function of bin size.
Error bars are smaller than plotted points on all figures shown. Both heating, 
decreasing (3, and cooling, increasing (3, runs were m ade near th e  transition point to 
check for m etastable states. Various lattice sizes w ere used to  check for significant 
finite-size effects. Small effects were seen in four dimensions w ith  negligible effects 
in higher dimensions. Calculations were carried o u t for th e  following lattice sizes: 
S4, ^ ,  lO4^ 5^ 5^ 6.
To te s t th e  numeric calculation the  phase diagram  for four dimensions was 
reproduced and compares well with th a t of Lautrup and Nauenberg [61]. The data 
below (3 =  0.5 w ere also compared to th e  SCE w here agreem ent is expected to be very 
good.
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The phase diagram for five dimensions (figure 3.2) shows regions of m etastabil­
ity and com pares favorably with th a t of Bhanot and Creutz [60]. The phase diagram  
for six dim ensions (figure 3.3) is new; it is sim ilar to th a t for five dimensions, show ­
ing a hysteresis loop. This is indicative of a  first-order phase transition. The jum p 
in p laquette  energy is larger than in five dim ensions suggesting th a t  the transition  is 
becoming stronger.
The critical value is also moving tow ards zero. As th e  dim ension goes to  infinity, 
both SCE and MFT predict a critical value of 3  =  0 and a discontinuity of AEa =  1.
3.3 Critical Value
In section 3.1, two analytic methods w ere presented to approximate th e  phase 
diagram for a U (l) lattice gauge theory. The strong coupling expansion w ith Pade 
approximants works well below the transition po in t and reproduces the supercooled 
region in th e  higher dimensions. Variational mean-field theory w ith  axial gauge fix­
ing reproduces th e  weak coupling region including the superheated phase. All th a t  
remains is to  construct a method of linking th ese  two descriptions. The keystone to  
this construction will be finding where the phase transition occurs. We will s ta r t by 
discussing h o w to  find th e  critical coupling, (5C. from the numeric data  and then  apply 
this construction to  the  analytic curves.
I t is known th a t th e  four dimensional U (l) theory exhibits either a second- 
order or w eak first-order transition. This transition  region has been well stud ied  
previously [61, 81, 82] and the critical value is (3C «  1.011 [82]. However, i t  is unrea­
sonable to  expect th e  analytic methods to predict a second-order transition. Long- 
range correlations come into play and neither m ethod can properly handle them . In
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larger dim ensions th e  transition is first-order; th e re  are  no long-range correlations; 
and th e  analytic m ethods are accurate into th e  m etastable regions. Therefore, th e  
linking m ethod w ill be  developed in five and six dimensions. In th e  end, this tech­
nique will be applied  in four dimensions to see how  well i t  works.
W here m etastab le  states exist i t  is d e a r  th a t th e  p laquette energy is n o t a 
true  function of 3 ; rather, it  is multivalued. However, one m ight suspect th a t 3  is 
a continuous, single-valued function of Ea . This would be analogous to  th e  Van der 
Waals’ equation of s ta te  where the  pressure is a  unique function of th e  volume b u t 
there are regions w here th e  volume is a m ultivalued function of th e  pressure. There 
is then  a physically unstable region where Ea increases w ith  3; th e  spetific h ea t is 
negative. Since th is  region cannot be explored using th e  num eric techniques discussed 
above, a sim ple param eterization will be used to  describe th e  unphysical region.4 The 
cubic is th e  low est o rder polynomial w ith the desired shape to  fit th e  m etastable states 
and th e  unstable s ta te . Therefore, the  data in th e  m ultivalued region will be fit w ith  
a cubic Eq(3) =  0 ( 3 3)- The relative free energy comes from integrating Ea along th is 
curve,
A( f H E°dp' ( 3 -2 i )
Integrating Ea along th is  curve gives th e  exact free energy relative to th e  lower bound 
of the  integral. A crossing in the free energy curve is seen  as shown in figure 3.6 (see 
also Ref. [85]). The free energy is also a m ultivalued function of 3 . The preferred, 
stable, phase is th e  one w ith lowest free energy. The phase transition  is then  w here 
the  stable phase changes. This is a Maxwell construction.
This m ethod gives a d ean  signal of th e  transition  th a t  is in  line w ith  previous
‘Methods for exploring this region numerically with a microcanonical ensemble have been suggested 
by Hetherington and Stump [83] for the U(l) model and by Challa and Hetherington [84] for the Potts 
models.
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Figure 3.6: The upper plot shows the cubic fit in the metastable region for the 6-d phase 
diagram (see figure 3.3). The lower plot is the relative free energy obtained by integrating the 
plaquette energy along the curve. The system favors the phase with lowest free energy and 
thus changes phase where the two lower lines cross.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of critical coupling values. Statistical errors are shown is parentheses. 
These errors do not include systematic errors due the different methods.
Lattice size M onte Carlo Analytic
P  cubic pothers p  cubic pTI
5* 0.9950(1) 0.9985(4) [82] 0.888 1.00 [58]
^  1.0042(1) 1.007(1) [82] 0.888 1.00 [58]
5s 0.7506(2) 0.736(5) [60] 0.742 0.758 [58]
56 0.6347(5)   0.652 ------
techniques. The critical values predicted w ith this m ethod and some previous results 
are  compared in Table 3.1. The {5“ bic values are from this w ork using th e  cubic equa­
tio n  of s ta te  and Maxwell construction as described above. The four dimensional 
M onte Carlo “other” results a re  from Ref. [82]; the five dimensional resu lt is from 
Ref. [60]. In six dimensions th e  m ethod of Bhanot and Creutz [60] gives Be =  0.64. 
The f&f1 values are taken from  Ref. [58] where corrections to  MFT w ere calculated 
to  fourth-order in the  inverse mean-field strength and then  a direct matching of the 
predicted free energies was used  to  find the  transition point.
This m ethod can also b e  used in four dimensions. To the  accuracy of th e  M onte 
Carlo calculations in this study, th e  transition appears to  be second-order. A second- 
order transition will show a inflection point a t  the critical value and no crossing of the 
free energy. In other words, 3|5/0Eci should be zero. Even though a finite size lattice 
cannot show  a true  phase transition , we find for a 84 lattice a slope of —0.00654 a t 
$c(84) =  1.004. This critical value matches well with th a t of Klaus and Roiesnel [82] 
who find PcCS4) =  1.007.
Riding on the  successes in matching th e  phases and finding critical values for the  
M onte Carlo data, the sam e technique is applied to the analytic m ethods. However, a 
difficulty immediately arises, w here do the  analytic curves end? For th e  M onte Carlo
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Figure 3.7: Analytic phase diagram for six dimensions. Dash-dot line is [7,8] Pade series for 
SCE up to the transition point, a solid vertical line marking the transition point and a dashed 
line for MFT with axial gauge fixing beyond the transition point. Also shown are the Monte 
Carlo data from figure 3.3.
data th ere  is a  definite point where th e  superheated phase ends. It occurs w hen th ere  
is a sudden change in th e  plaquette energy and the energy is th e  same as in  th e  ho t 
phase. Such a signal does not exist for th e  analytic curves. Since it  is desirable to  have 
an analytic m ethod which is independent of th e  M onte Carlo data, we cannot use th e  
actual ends of th e  metastable regions. Also, since one of th e  goals is to find th e  critical 
coupling, th e  m ethod needs to be independent of ft. One such unam biguous m ethod 
is to  require th a t the slopes of the curves m atch a t the  cutoff points. This is a  sim ple, 
ad  hoc m ethod th a t satisfies the requirem ents. The cutoff slope is chosen so there  
is som e overlap between the two phases. The two curves are th en  fit w ith  th e  cubic 
in  th e  range between the  two cutoff couplings. Variations in th e  value of th e  cutoff 
slope m ake only small changes in th e  calculated critical value. The analytic phase 
diagram  th en  consists of the Pad£ approxim ants to th e  strong coupling expansion for
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P < Pc. a phase transition  a t {3C and m ean-held theory in  th e  axial gauge for f5 >  £c . 
An example for six dim ensions is show n in figure 3.7.
A ttem pts to  apply th is m ethod to  the analytic approxim ations in four dim en­
sions do n o t m eet w ith  th e  success seen  in higher dim ensions. The predicted critical 
value is too  low by a t  least 10% in four dimensions. A careful study  of the four d im en­
sional phase diagram  reveals why. N ear th e  critical po in t for a second-order transition  
th e  correlation leng th  is large and long-range correlations are im portant. The SCE ac­
counts for som e of th is  w ith  term s corresponding to  extended shapes. For example, 
there  is a diagram  th a t  contributes a t  14* order which is a cylinder connecting pla­
quettes th ree  sites apart. Larger o rder series include longer range connections. In 
contrast, MFT reduces th e  problem  to  a local one-body problem ; effects arising from  
scales larger th an  nearest neighbor are lost in MFT. M ean-field theory is b e tte r near 
a strong first-order transition  than  a second-order transition . When th e  p laquette  
energy increases near th e  critical po in t due to correlation effects, MFT can n o t keep 
up and th e  analytic prediction is moved to lower 3 .
3.4 Conclusions
The goal of th is  w ork has been to  develop an analytic description of th e  U (l) 
phase diagram  in  arb itrary  dimension. Many m ethods have been developed over th e  
years to tackle th is  problem . Two of th e  earliest m ethods, strong coupling expansion 
and mean-field theory , are found to  need only m inor ad justm ents to be in excellent 
agreem ent w ith  M onte  Carlo calculations. A consistent, physically m otivated proce­
dure is developed to  connect one description to the  o th e r in th e  region of th e  phase 
transition. To do th is, sim ilarities between th e  U (l) phase diagram and th a t  of th e
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Van der W aals’ equation  of s ta te  are exploited.
In large dim ensions, num eric sim ulations of U(l) LGT show a first-order tran ­
sition w ith  long-lived m etastable phases. This is exactly w hat occurs near th e  transi­
tion  region for a Van der W aals' system. It is postulated th a t in th e  m etastable region 
there  exists an additional s ta te  which is physically unstable and numerically unreach­
able w ith  th e  canonical partition  function used here. I t  is noted again in passing th a t  
micro canonical m ethods have been developed which show this unstable sta te  [83]. 
As in th e  Van der W aals’ equation of state, th e  U(l) system is modeled as being cu­
bic in  p . The coefficients in  th is cubic equation of sta te  are fit to  the  data for th e  
m etastable states in th e  region of th e  transition. The relative free energy is found 
by integrating along th e  equation of sta te  and shows a point w here the  phase w ith 
low est free energy changes. This defines th e  transition  point. This technique allows 
for th e  accurate identification of th e  transition  point of a  first-order phase transition.
In summary, th e  success of the  analogy to  the Van der W aals’ system suggests 
using th is  technique to connect the two analytic descriptions. The strong coupling 
expansion to a t  least order (DO16) is used. Pade approximants are constructed to 
take into account singularities in th e  series. The results are in excellent agreement 
with numeric data from small {3 past the transition point into the supercooled phase. 
Variational m ean-field theory  is applied to th e  large 0 region. I t  is found th a t gauge 
fixing improves th e  bounds on th e  free energy by removing non-independent degrees 
of freedom  from  th e  problem . The axial gauge is used giving th e  lowest upper bound 
on th e  free energy. Mean-held theory is then in agreement with the Monte Carlo 
data from  large 0  down past the transition region through the superheated phase. 
Its only failure is in accounting for th e  long range correlations th a t develop near th e  
second-order (or w eak first-order) transition in  four dimensions. The application of
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Figure 3.8: Phase diagram for seven, dimensional U(l) LGT. Monte Carlo data for on a 57 
lattice. Diamonds (O) are for decreasing 8 , stars (*) are increasing p. Solid line is axial MFT 
and dash-dot line is the [7,8] Pad6 approximant for the SCE.
th e  above m ethod of fitting a cubic equation of state gives transition points in excellent 
agreem ent w ith  those from  the M onte Carlo data.
As a final te s t of these m ethods, strong coupling and MFT calculations w ere 
done for seven dimensions and th e  transition point found a t $ =  0.583(2). M onte 
Carlo runs w ere then  performed on a 57 lattice for couplings near the transition  point. 
The results are shown in figure 3.8. The analytic predictions are in excellent agree­
m en t w ith th e  M onte Carlo calculations well below th e  transition point. Agreement 
betw een predictions for the critical value is as good as in five and six dim ensions.
In this chapter a m ethod to  describe th e  entire U(l) lattice gauge theory  phase 
diagram analytically has been developed. It is particularly successful in higher dim en­
sions w here there  is a strong first-order phase transition. The use of strong coupling 
expansions and variational mean-field theory should allow these techniques to  be ex­
tended to o ther Abelian and non-Abelian groups where these  analytic m ethods have
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also been developed. A completely analytic description could be used as a launching 
pad for m ore in -dep th  analytic and  num eric studies of lattice gauge theories.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
In th e  66 years since Chadwick’s discovery, nuclear physics has made signifi­
cant progress. Besides advancing the  basic scientific knowledge of the  material which 
constitutes th e  m ajority  of m atter in th e  universe, nuclear science had produced many 
im portan t technological advances. Numerous aspects of m odern life are affected by 
our knowledge of th e  nucleus and its behavior.
M any m odern medical treatm ents and diagnostic m ethods are nuclear based. 
The natural radiation of certain nuclei is being employed to  m ore carefully and directly 
apply radiation tre a tm e n t to  cancerous ceils. Accelerated protons are also being used 
in cancer therapy. The deposit of energy can be much be tte r controlled than with 
typical x-rays so less dam age is done to nearby healthy tissue. Medical imaging has 
greatly improved w ith  techniques like MRI, w here the  spin of th e  nucleus in a mag­
netic field is used to  im age living tissue.
The lifetim e of naturally occuring radioactive nuclei can serve as a clock into the 
past. Ratios of abundances of nuclei such as 14C /  UC can date  hum an artifacts several 
thousand years into th e  past. Longer lived nuclei can help date  rock form ations and 
even th e  age of heavenly bodies.
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Of course, one of th e  best-known, and controversial, applications of nuclear 
science is th e  conversion of one nucleus to another w ith th e  release of large am ounts of 
energy. Neutron-induced fission of elements like uranium and plutonium  can release 
enough energy to  power an a city's electrical needs, a ship a t sea, o r a spacecraft to 
th e  outer reaches of th e  solar system .
All of these applications and many more are direct results of advances in  basic 
nuclear physics. Advances in our understanding of the  nucleus will continue to  drive 
technological advancements.
Recently, the  Nuclear Science Advisory Committee (NSAC), an  advisory board 
for th e  U.S. D epartm ent of Energy and the National Science Foundation, produced a 
long-range plan [86] . In it, they subdivided nuclear physics into four categories of 
current research:
1. Nuclear Structure and Dynamics -  exploring the nucleus a t th e  extremes of spin, 
tem perature and stability
2. The Quark Structure of M atte r -  w hat roles do quarks and gluons play in m at­
te r  and a t w hat level m ust they  be explicitly included in our description of the 
universe
3. The Phases of Nuclear M atter- investigating the "liquid-gas" and hadron-quark 
transitions in nuclear m atter
4. Fundamental Symmetries and Nuclear Astrophysics -  w hat roles do symmetries 
play in the  current universe and the early universe; how did th e  elem ents form, 
bo th  in stellar reactions and th e  big bang.
The two projects th a t constitute this dissertation address areas 2 and 3. Lattice 
gauge theory allows us to  study how the  quarks are confined in hadrons and how
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these  quarks affect th e  interaction between hadrons. It may also shed light on  how 
hadronic properties change when th e  hadron is inside nuclear m atter. Relativistic 
heavy-ion collisions are th e  only place w ere we may be able to  glimpse th e  transition  
to  th e  quark-gluon plasma. The QGP may also make up th e  core of neu tron  stars, 
b u t evidence of this is much m ore difficult to obtain. Also, as w e move tow ards m ore 
extrem e conditions, a thorough knowledge of th e  limits of our hadron m odels w ill be 
im portant.
I have investigated a mechanism for the  production of mesons during a rela­
tivistic heavy-ion collision having a  completely hadronic source. A conserved baryon 
current which is coupled to  a vector m eson will radiate th a t meson w hen undergoing 
quick deceleration. The angular distribution of energy is characteristic and strongly 
peaked in the  forward direction. This should give a clear signal of these  process. Due 
to  extremely strong relativistic enhancements of th e  radiation, appreciable am ounts 
will only be apparent during high-energy collisions. Although this study  initially was 
based on the (cr, tu) model, much of th a t model falls away and th e  results only depend 
on having a conserved baryon current coupling to a vector meson. Due to  relativistic 
effects, th e  scalar radiation is negligible compared to the vector radiation. An a tten u ­
ation  factor is included to  account for the  scattering of the vector mesons off nucleons. 
The radiation is also found to be incoherent.
In chapter 3, I tied  together two powerful analytic approxim ation m ethods in 
lattice gauge theory. The use of Pade approximants for the  strong coupling expansion 
and gauge fixing and variational m ethods for mean-field theory lead to  an  accurate 
description of th e  phase diagram for nearly all values of th e  coupling. This includes 
th e  m etastable states th a t appear in higher dimensions. Combining th ese  techniques 
w ith  a cubic equation of sta te  near th e  transition point completes th e  phase diagram
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for all values of th e  coupling. The techniques developed here could be applied to  larger 
groups and  m ay even be used w ith  th e  inclusion of fermionic degrees of freedom .
In bo th  projects, th e  pow er and simplicity of m ean-held theory  was used to 
gain insight to  difficult problem s a t  th e  frontier of nuclear physics.
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Appendix A
Strong Coupling Expansion
Although th e  details of the strong coupling expansion (SCE) are  involved, it is 
w orthw hile to  review som e of them  here. These techniques are used to  calculate a 
wide range of observables in lattice gauge theory. The expansion is analogous to th e  
high-tem perature expansion in statistical mechanics.
The first section will describe the  ideas of th e  SCE and  calculate th e  first two 
non-trivial term s. The second section describes a more elegant approach which allows 
us to derive th e  series to  much higher order.
The in terested reader can find more details about th e  strong coupling expansion 
in Refs. [70, 8 7 ,1 5 ]. For historic interest, th e  SCE in LGT w as developed in Ref. [54].
A .l Basic ideas
The strong coupling expansion takes advantage of a  small param eter, (3, to 
Taylor expand th e  exponential weight. The group integrations are th en  simpler to 
perform . We will concentrate on th e  expansion for th e  average action per plaquette,
_  J  D[24 exp (-frS )
(S o )-  Jd[Z/] exp (—|3«S) ‘ ( }
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Expanding th e  exponential w eight in powers of 3 and keeping only th e  first non-trivial 
term  gives
JD[W1 R e U o O -p S )
<Sa> K 1 J D M ( l - g i )  ' (A'2)
The integrals can be evaluated using group theoretical techniques. The following in­
tegrals will be useful and hold for any compact group,
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
(A. 6)
jd U i =  1 ;
J dlU Ul =  0 ;
dUi (Hi)2 =  0 ;
dUi UiUr =  1 .
From here it  can be seen th a t non-zero contributions only come from links w ith equal 
contributions in both  directions.
The first term  in the  denom inator of equation (A.2) is th e  integral over unity and 
gives unity . Both th e  first term  in th e  num erator and th e  second term  in the  denom ­
inator have only one power of th e  plaquette variable and vanish by equation (A.4). 
Two powers of th e  action appear in the  second term  of th e  num erator. This integral 
is
J n ( ^ )  R e U a J j - B R e U a O .  (A.7)
Consider th e  two possible cases, □ ' =  □ and □ ' ^  □, separately. In the equivalent 
case, th e  integration gives (3/2. (ReUa = jD ia  +  U&]; th e  cross term s contribute due 
to equation  (A.6).) In th e  second case, a t m ost one link can be shared between □ and 
□ Therefore, a t  least six of th e  integrals vanish.
To first order in  {J, th e  SCE gives,
(<*□>= 1 - ^ 3  +  W 2). (A. 8)
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Figure A.1: The two type of non-vanishing contributions to the strong coupling expansion 
involving four factors of the action
The next term  in th e  num erator vanishes and corrections in  th e  denom inator 
are of 0 ( 3 3)- The 33 term  in th e  num erator involves four factors of th e  p laquette  
variables. There are tw o ways to construct integrals th a t do n o t vanish. The first is 
when all of the  plaquettes are a t  th e  sam e place on the  lattice. This gives a  factor of 
33/1 6. The second case is two sets of paired plaquettes. This contributes (Np — 1 )(33/8  
where Np is the  num ber of plaquettes on the  lattice. The —1 is is th e  excluded volume 
from th e  stack of four plaquettes. The denom inator gives a factor of NP32/4 .
These contributions can be broken into three parts: a power of 3, a power of 
Np, and a numeric coefficient. A general term  looks like
One power of 3 is gained for every factor of th e  action. The factors of Np com e from 
having disconnected diagrams. A diagram w ith  m  disconnected sections has
w here 6 =  1 is this te rm  is in the  denom inator and 6 =  0 in th e  num erator. Finally, 
th e  num eric factor, Q, is a combination of powers of one-half from  th e  definition of 
ReUa and a combinatoric factor from th e  differently ways to arrange th e  p laquettes 
w ithou t changing th e  diagram. This factor is
£ f (N p) 3 p- (A.9)
f  (Np) =  N{(Np — 1 )(NP -  2) • • • (Np — m  + 1 ) (A.10)
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where v t is th e  num ber of groups containing 2i  p laquettes and n  is th e  to ta l num ber 
of plaquettes. N ote th a t n  =  H t 2 iv i .
All of th is  together gives,
|3 /Z + (S V l6  +  f5 V 8 ( N p - 1 )  . . .  0  0 3 - fpS. ,
<5o>~ ' -------------- 1 +  01/4N ,-------- - « 1 - y  +  -j?  +  O(0 )• (A.12)
Notice how  th e  lattice size dependence, term s proportional to  Np, cancel when ex­
panding th e  ratio . The procedure to  calculate additional term s is straight forward; 
however, enum erating all possible groupings of plaquettes and properly taking care 
of the excluded volum e is a procedure ripe for error. Because of this, a m ore elegant 
and powerful expansion m ethod has been developed.
A. 2 Character Expansion
The difficulty w ith  th e  straight-forward m ethod is th a t  each factor in th e  “dress­
ing" of a diagram  m ust be explicitly included. Dressing in th is sense m eans adding 
additional p laquettes a t  th e  same spot on th e  lattice. The sim plest diagram for the 
plaquette energy is ju s t th e  covered plaquette. The dressing to  th is diagram would 
include all additional covering of th a t plaquette, th e  four p laquette stack, th e  six pla­
quette stack, etc. In th e  character expansion, th e  dressing of a diagram is implicitly 
included in  th e  base diagram. This greatly reduces th e  num ber of diagrams to  a given 
order.
In group theory, each group element, represented as a matrix, is associated 
w ith a character, a  scalar number. The character, Xt(U), is a function of th e  group 
elem ent and th e  particular representation used .1 Any group function can be expanded 
in a series of th ese  characters. This is a harm onic expansion, a generalization of the
1See reference [88] for more on group theory and detailed definitions of the terms used here.
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Fourier expansion. For a single plaquette, the  expansion is
e - ^ Q=2ICr(P)Xr(U)
r
w here th e  sum  runs over all representations of th e  group. 
The free energy can b e  w ritten  as [67]
(A. 13)
| ^  =  l d ( d - l ) c o ( P )  +
7 all closed
(A.14)N config  O
 
diagrams
where N ^ g g  is the num ber of unique ways to create a configuration on  the  lattice and 
<X> is th e  group integral for th a t  configuration. The rest of this section will describe 
how to  calculate these factors.
The sm allest closed diagram  is the  cube. A 
cube is defined by any th re e  axes forming a cor­
ner. There are d (d— 1 )(d —2 )/6  ways to uniquely 
make a corner a t  any site on  a d-dimensional la t­
tice. For th e  group integral th ere  is a power of 
c /c o  for every pU quette. All of th e  link integrals ^  ~
are unity . Therefore,
— 5 © ' ' (A.15)
The sum  over representations takes care of the  dressed diagrams.
Additional term s are bu ilt in th e  same way. The double cube (see figure A.2)
has
Ndouble cube =  ^d(d -  1 ) ( d - 2 ) ( 2 d -  5)
Z /'CrV0
( ~  )
Veo/
For a tab le  of additional shapes and group integrals see Table 6 of Ref. [67].
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The expansion coefficients, c tO ), for th e  compact U (l) group are particularly 
sim ple. For U(l) th e  characters are
Xr =  elT0. (A.16)
The expansion coefficients are just
Cr(&) =  J d U Xr* e - p5 (A.17)
=  e-e r  ^ cos^ ePC°S9 A^’18)
This last integral is just th e  definition of th e  modified Bessel function, The
expansion coefficients always appear as ratios and the e-p  factors cancel.
Combining all of these results for th e  internal energy and expanding th e  m od­
ified Bessel functions as a power series in fS gives [67]
f  29 , 7401 1992533N „
V 512 32768 8 8 4 7 3 6 0 J  p
(  38197099 1659 2 1246021 35 A  13
V 123863040 8192 2949120 1024 / P
n  1483169709 15 3 1485 2 53956913 \  „  ,  17n
V21139292160 256 4096 70778880 )  & +  ) ‘
The au tho r has independently verified th is through the |311 contribution. Through 
order fS9, only two diagrams contribute, th e  cube and th e  double cube. This is in 
contrast to  th e  previous m ethod where two diagrams only got us to  order (33.
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Appendix B
Directions for use of Monte Carlo program
For th e  reader’s benefit, the source code for th e  M onte Carlo calculation used 
to  produce th e  num eric data in  chapter 3 is available. I t  is included on floppy disk 
w ith  th e  archival copies and available through th e  author (barmor eCphysic s  .wm. edu). 
This code has been tested  on several UNIX flavors b u t should w ork on any system 
w ith  a FORTRAN77 compiler.
The program is w ritten  in  FORTRAN77 and makes uses of a som e non-standard, 
b u t common, extensions. If these extensions are no t available w ith  your compiler, 
th e  # in c lu d e  directive can be replaced by copying th e  file into th e  source code and the 
do-enddo structure can be replaced w ith numbered c o n tin u e ’s. Nonetheless, m ost 
m odern compilers can handle these extensions.
The code is divided into three sections which need to  be compiled and linked 
together. There is a M akefile for use on UNIX machines. The m ain section is called 
l e d . f  and contains th e  m ain routine, th e  random  num ber generator and performs 
th e  sweeps over th e  lattice. The second section, jo u rn a l .f ,  contains all of th e  in­
p u t/o u tp u t routines. The final section, l a t t i c e . f ,  does bookkeeping and initializa­
tion  of th e  lattice structure.
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Input file for led
; four comment lines
’sam ple’ base name for output files
48 8 dimensions; spatial; temporal extent
; comment line
500 initial thermalization sweeps
1 random initial configuration
11990 random number seed
start of data points
beta thermalization sweeps retain field? delay width
0.8000 000 2000 FALSE 10 0.8
1.0000 000 10000 FALSE 25 0.6
1.0100 1000 10000 TRUE 25 0.6
Figure B .l: Sample input file
The m axim um  num ber of d im ensions an d  m axim um  la ttice  size a re  s e t  in th e  
file l e d .h  as th e  param eters KAXDIMEN’ and HAXSIZE. You m ay use  values sm aller th a n  
th e se  param eters, b u t th e  p a ram eters  s e t th e  sizes of various a rray s. They m ay be 
m ad e  as large as m em ory constrain ts w ill allow .
A sample input file is also included as le d .  in. I t  starts w ith  four com m ent 
lines. These ju st need to be non-blank lines (in th e  sample file a sem i-colon is used 
to  denote comment lines). The fifth line is th e  output file nam es in single quotes. 
Anything after this is throw n away as comments. Two ou tpu t files are  created using 
th e  sam e base name. The first is a log file and th e  second is th e  observable data which 
will be  described in detail below. The next line consists of th ree  integers separated 
by one or m ore spaces: th e  dim ensionality of th e  lattice, th e  spa tia l extent and th e  
tem poral extend. All w ork was done on an isotropic lattice; however, th e  program  can 
handle different spatial and tem poral sizes. Again, the rest of th e  line is comment. 
The following line, seventh, is also a com m ent line.
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The eighth gives th e  num ber of sweeps to  therm aiize th e  system  starting from 
a clean slate. The program  allows th e  user to  s ta rt w here th e  last data po in t left 
off o r to  reinitialize th e  link variables. This is th e  num ber of sweeps to  do w hen no t 
retaining th e  previous configuration. The next line controls th e  starting  configuration. 
A 0 causes all of th e  links to  be se t to  zero. This is th e  zero coupling lim it and starts 
a t Ea =  0. A 1 randomizes th e  links, th e  (S =  0 lim it. This corresponds to Ea =  1. The 
ten th  line is th e  seed for th e  random  number generator.
Two m ore com m ent lines separate the  initialization inform ation from th e  data 
request section. Any num ber of lines may be included in this la st section. Each line 
requests a  new data point and consists of six fields separated by w hite space. The 
form atting shown in figure B .l is only for clarity and is no t needed by the  program. 
The first is th e  value of (3. This should be a real num ber. The next is any additional 
therm alization cycles before data taking starts. This is mainly useful if retaining the 
previous configuration or if additional therm alization tim e is needed near th e  tran­
sition point. The third field is how many sweeps to perform  while taking data. The 
fourth  is e ither TRUE or FALSE and corresponds to  w hether to s ta rt w ith  th e  sam e con­
figuration as th e  last data poin t ended with or re-initialize th e  lattice. The first data 
point must be FALSE. Since consecutive sweeps will not be independent, th e  fifth field 
allows th e  user to  w rite only every n *  data po in t to file. This helps to  keep th e  ob­
servable files of m anageable size. The final field controls how far away a tria l link can 
be from  th e  old link. I t  is given as a fraction of n. This should be adjusted so th a t the 
acceptance rate is loosely around 50%. The acceptance ra te  is w ritten  in th e  log file.
The log file starts w ith  a header and each data poin t is separated by a line of 
asterisks and th e  words “New Data Point" (see figure B.2). M ost of th e  fields are 
labeled and ju s t reproduce th e  input file. The last line of each entry  consists of the
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LEO Log F i l e
..................by Bryan Barmore
..................D apt. o f P hysics
..................C ollage o f W illiam  k Mary
O bservable c a lc u la t io n s  in  L a ttic e  Gauge Theory 
Solves U (i)  LGT on a  5**3 x 5 l a t t i c e  
Run name: sample 
C a lc u la tin g  m ag n e tiza tio n  only .
H its  on a  l i n k  p e r  sveep: 1
***************** Rev D ata P o in t ***************** 
coup ling  s t r e n g th :  0.50000 w idth  f o r  new l in k  0.80000
T h erm a liza tio n .tim e : 200 Maximum number o f sweeps: 250
Sweeps betw een d a ta  p o in ts :  5
S ta r t in g  w ith  zeroed  f i e l d  c o n fig u ra tio n  
0.50000 0 .64
Figure B.2: Sample log file
coupling $ and th e  acceptance rate.
The observable file consists of a string of values for Ea starting with a line th a t 
gives th e  coupling and th e  number of points and ending w ith  ju s t the coupling. An 
short observable file is shown in figure B.3. Both of these lines sta rt w ith a pound 
sign, #.
A sam ple observable and log file are also included w ith  th e  source code.
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♦ s t a r t  o f new d a ta  p o in t ,  b e ta  * 0.50000 ♦ of p o in ts  » 10
0.228222921 
0.244567126 
0.239971355 
0.246550649 
0.229568556 
0.241144657 
0.254435033 
0.26085481 
0.259684622 
0.260072201 
End o f d a ta  p o in t ,  b e ta  * 0.50000
Figure B.3: Sample observable file
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